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ABSTRACT

ûris study examined the effects of two reward structures
(cooperative and individuaListic) on learning the concept of

area through the use of manipulative materials amor¡g grade 6

students. Both treatrnents were exposed to the same

manipulative devices and instn¡ctional procedures - via

lesson plans, practice exercises and quizzes. Group structure

(size, composition, and method of selection) was also fixed

across both treatrnents.

Students under the cooperative reward structure received

group rewards, based on the perfotmance of all students in the

group. Students under the individualistic reward stn¡cture

received rewards based on their independent efforts. Rewards

took the forrn of verbal praise, marks on daily administered

quizzes, and prizes distributed at the end of the unit.
Fifty six grade 6 students from a suburban district in

Manitoba comprised the sample. A quasi-experimental design:

the non-equivalent control group design with pretest and

posttest was empLoyed. Curriculum materi-als and instrument

were designed by the researcher: Spearrnan-Brown reliability
coefficient for the pre/posttest was 0.87. Standardized

change score analysis was used to analyse the data.

Il¡e study also addressed other exploratory issues.

Observational data on teacher behaviors were collected with

the intent of identifying teacher-input characteristics

which may influence student learning in this typu of setting.
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In addition, open-ended comments on studentsf perceptions

of the unit were obtained and analysed.

Results índÍcated that there were no significant

differences in performance on the concept of area betvreen

students under the different reward structures; both their

overall achievement and their achievement on problem solving

items were not affected signifieantly. It was concluded that

students can leant mathematics concepts Ín manipulative

settings under either cooperative or individualistic reward

structUres. Hence, reward strUctUre appeared to be non-

critical in this particular setting.

Analyses of the descriptive data revealed that three

teacher-input characteristics may affect students' learning:

helping behavior (group versus individual help), classroom

management skills and personality characteristics. Students

working under both reward structures enjoyed the group

activities and the manipulation of concrete materials'

t-l_1
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Chapter 1

Introduction

the abstract nature of mathematics has always been a

cause for concern on the part of mathematics educators.

Classroom teachers are therefore continously in search of

new techniques to enhance the teaching and learning of

mathematics. 0ver the past three decades, new developments,

both in the psychology of learning and the nature of

rnathematics itself, have contributed to major changes in

the mathematics classroom. One particular emphasis has been

on the use of manipulative devices - such devices, if
properly usedr ,rrot onl-y assist in the formation of complex

concepts, but serve to create an atmosphere whereby mathematics

is learnt ín a lively and stimulating environment.

Rationale

Several arguments have been advanced by educators for
the use of manipulative materials in mathematics learning.

Johnson & Rising (I9?2) expressed the following views on the

subject.

The effective mathematics teacher uses
models to help his students think....
Ihese modeLs are links between the
thought processes of man and the real-
ity õf nãture.... They add reality to
abstract ideas and facil-itate creative
thinking. lhey are a means of.relating
past exþeriencés to a new one (p.380).

Results of psychological investigations into the ways
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children learn mathematics by researchers such as Piaget,

B¡r¡ner and Dienes also Lend support to the use of concret,e

devices in the cl-assroom (Kieren & Vance, L96B). TÌreir

J.earnirrg theories have prompted mathematics educators to

strongl-y recommend that teachers incorporate manilrulative

materials in their classroom instn¡ction.

tvidence fbom three national teacher surveys camied

out in the United States (Fey, L979) indicated that

nanipulative approaches were r^are1y used. fhe elementary

school curriculurn, especiall-y in grades 4-6 appeared to be

dominated by lectures, discussions and chalkboard explanations.

Vr¡hen asked to pin-point areas in which professional assistance

was needed, teachers identified manipulative or thands onr

approaches to be a priority area of need.

A student survey carried by the National Assessment of

Educatio¡ral Progress (NAEP) also refleeted similar trends

(Carpenter, Corbitt, Kepner, Linguist, & Reys, 1980a). Sixty-

six percent of the p-year-olds and 76% of the l3-year-olds

had never participated in laboratory-type activities.

fronically, for L3-year-olds, listening to the teacher

explain a mathematics lesson was the activity that received

the highest percentage of dislike ratings (Carpenter et al.,

1980b). The authors stated:

Students perceive their role in the nath-
ematics cl¿ssroom to be primarily ¡rassive.
Itrey feel- they spend a lot of time watching
the- teacher work problems and a Lot of tÍme
workirrg probJ.ems fYom the textbook on an
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individual basis. 0utside of class discussion'
students perceive that there is very Little
interactión anone menbers of a.cþss relatlve to
tñã'mattrãrnãtics õeins studied (1980a, p. 38)

0n this basis, Carpenter et aL. urged teachers to

consider the implications of these findings and take the

necessary steps to remove such perceptions if they are correct.

\r¡hen Ítems on the sane assessment were analysed by topic 
'

it was cLear that several misconceptions of measurement

concepts prevailed, Hirstein (1981)' in an I{AEP report noted

that only 4% of ttre 1J-year-ol,ds and LB% of the l/-year-olds

could comectly find the area of a right triangle. 0n

analysing the type of erors made, Hirstein noted that students

were mechanically applying fo¡rnulae without a cl-ear under-

standing of the concept of area. He attributed these problems

to the over-exposure to text-book approaches and rote-learning

of for"mulae. He strongly recommended that such approaches

be replaced by activity-type ones utitizing manipuJative

devices.

Results of the Manitoba Mathernati.cs Assessment (l-981)

also supported the above cLaims. For grade 6 students,

performance on measurement wAS rated as tUnsatisfactoryr t

since only 46% of the items in this category vì¡ere correctly

answered, The toba Math tics -Assgssme nt I q81

Fir¡a1 Report reconmended that this topic receive more

attention in the cl¿ssroom and in professional developnent,

h.rther, school divisions were urged to supply and teachers
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urged to use nore supporting nanÍ¡ulative and reference

naterial to teach this topic.

B'oblem Oriein

Despite strong recommendation^s from edueators for the

use of nanipulative naterials in mathematics learrei:rg,

implications fbom classroom research do not seem to be clear.

So far, most of the studies have been designed to show whether

an approach using manipul-ative materials was superior to one

without ¡naterials in learning a sel-ected concept. In an

extensive literature review of these studies' Suydam & Higgins

(1977) noted that it was impossible to generate clear

conclusions because of a lack of coordinated research efforts.

Ttrey recommended that future researchers address new questions,

sueh questions should seek to deterrnine what conditions may

be conducive to materials-use.

Since previous researchers have failed to sufficiently
document the instnrctionaL proceedures invol-ved in the settings 

'
it was difficult to ascertain what specific factor (rnaterials,

settirrg, teacherts role) or combination of factors may have

been ?esponsible for improved achievement, so far these factors

have not been identified and Ísolated, Let alone measured.

(Suydam & Higgins, L977).

Research was therefore needed in which teaching

situations invoLving manipulative materi.al.s, were analysed

with the intent of identifVir¡e criticaL fÞctors. tr\trther,
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such factors needed to be systenatically investigated to

deterrtine their effects on student l-earrríng.

Based on Slavinfs conponents of classroom instructional

technolory (1980) and on research reports on manipuLat,íve/

laboratory settings (vance & Kieren, i-97J-; Fitzgerald &,

Higgins, 1974i Suydam & Higgins, 1977; Fennema, :..972) tfre

writer identified the foJ.J.owing factors as critical to

instn¡ctional settings involving manipul-ative devices:

l. Ihe group stnrcture - sizer eomposition and method of

formation.

2, The reward stmcture - Dâtltler in which grades, marks,

praise or external rewards are allocated.

3. Teacherts roLe - the specific teacher-inptrt characteristics

which may affect students' behavior and learníng.

The 4¿rposg of the-Study

Ihe general objective of the study was to improve

research on manipulative devices through careftrl analysis

of instn.ctional settings involving their use. lt¡e researcher

initially sought to identify factors which may be critical to

manipulative settings. Having done sor one factor' the

reward stmcture was systematically varied. Some control

was exercised over the other factors.

More specifically this study investigated the effects

of two t¡4res of reward stn¡ctures (individualistic verus

cooperative) on learrring the concept of area through the use
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of manipulative naterial-s, among grade 6 students,

Re s ear.clr Qu_ersti on€

ltre specific research questions were:

f., Would students in maniprrlative settings who work under a

cooperative reward stn¡cture show greater achievement on the

concept of area than students who work under an individualistic

reward stn¡cture?

2, Vlould students working under the above reward stmctures

differ in achievenent on problem solving skills?

Other expl-oratory questions were:

3. What teacher-input characteristics, 8s observed by the

researcher may influence student learning?

4. Vlhat are some of the perceptions of students on the entire

unit?

Research Hvpothesis

11tre statistical hypotheses, stated in the null forrn were

as follows.

L.Íhere is no significant difference on achievement on the

concept of area between students in manipulative settings

who receive group reward.s and students who receive individual

rewards.

2.ftrere is no significant difference on achievement on

problem solving skills between students working r¡nder both

reward conditions.
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Sier¡ifica.nce- of .the S-tudv

The study attempted to refj.ne research in the area of

rnaniprlative approaches. By identifVing factors which may be

eritical to the entire setting, it aimed at providing deeper

insight into the instructional process so that such techniques

can be caref\¡lly analysed and systematically examined. The

careful documentation of instructional procedures also enables

the study to be replicated to investigate other critical

factors.

Surely, if mathematics educators are advocating that

manipulative materials be used' some directions must be given

to teachers on the types of settings which may be conducive to

their use. Through reports on student feedback, the study

airned at providirrg practical advice to teachers.

1'he descriptive data obtained on teacher-input character-

istics could be used. to suggest fl¡rther areas of research, and

to provide inforrnation for the development of systematic

observation instruments through which these behaviors can be

more aecuratelY described'

Fina1ly, bV investigating the effect of different reward

structures on learning the concept of area, the study can

also contribute to research on the imtrnet of reward structures

on learning mathematics concepts.
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Definition of lerrns

Ihe foJ-lowing are definitions of the terrns used in the

study.

Mani.pu].ati.v_e MFte.riaLs. 0b jects or devices that the pupil is
able to feel, touch, handle and move; they may be used to

represent an idea, concept or principle.

Critical FÞ,ctors. Any factors which, if systematically variedt

can influence the perforrnance on the dependent variable.

Achievement. Perforrnance of students on the concept of area

as measured. by the pre/posttest instnrment used in the study.

Reward Structure. The type of reward system used by the

teacher. Rewards may take the forrn of verbal praise, marks on

a testr op prizes. Ihere are three maior types:

e e Reward Struc - rewards are allocated to

groups, based on the quality of the group work. Individuals

within a group are equally rewarded.

Indivi.dua[stic Reward Structure - rewards are allocated

to individuals, based on the quality of his/her work and is

independent of the work of others.

Compe.titive Reward S.trycture - individuals are rewarded

differentially according to their rel-ative perforrnale€; an

individual experiences success at the expense of others'

hoblem Solvins Skil1s Skills requiring higher-levels of

cognitive thinking as defined by the levels of Bloom's

taxonomy. fn this study, it refers to selecting suitable

algorithms to solve non-routine problems or the combination
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of two or more aLgorithms in a novel way to solve a problem.

Teacher-input characteristics Individual characteristics,)

specifie to the teacher, which may affect student learnirrg¡

this was deter:nined through the researcherrs observations.

Helpine behavÍor This refers to the manner in which the

teacher administers help, to individuals or to groups.

Personalitv cteristics Personal teaching style or

traits of the teacher which may affect the implementation of

a given lesson plan.

Classroom ma ênt technioues Strategies used by thea

teacher to exercise cl-assroom control and encourage attentive

behavior on the part of students.

tudents t rce . Students I open-ended responses to

researcher designed questions on their likes and dislikes of

the unit.
Group Stnrcture. Characteristics of the group which may vary

across studies; groups may differ on the following three

dimensions¡ size, composition, and method of selection.

Activitv Based L.earnjnE. Techniques requiring active student

involvement in the learning situation, This incl-udes games'

projects and other non-routine activities. Manipulative

materials rnay or may not be involved.

Manipulative Settirres. Instrtlctional situations in which

manipulative materials are used to teach a concept, principle

or skill. These settings are usually student-centered with

the teacher acting as guide and counsellor.
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IFbofatorv Appr.oaches. lechniques in which students work in
small groups to perforrn experiments which lead to the

development of a concept or the understanding of a principle.

Instn¡ctions are usually taken f)rom assignment cards and the

teacher assumes a less dominant role.

Methodo]oev

Research questions (1) and (2) were answered by the use

of a quasi-experimental design; the non-equivalent control

group design with pretest and posttest. The independent

variable, reward str:rtcture, was manÍpulated through the

application of cooperative and individualistic reward

structures. The dependent vari-able, achievement, was measured

by pretest-posttest differences on a researcher designed

instrument.

fþe group strrrcture was fixed across both treat¡nents.

Students were assigned to heterogenous ability groups of four;

each group comprised tr¡ro students of medium ability, one

student of high and one student of low abil-ity. Ability-levels

were deterrnined by teacher ranking, based on past perfornances

of students in mathemati-cs.

Some control was exercised over teacher behaviors through

the use of researcher designed curriculum materials. Identical

lesson p1ans, practice exercises, and quizzes were used in

both reward conditions. In recognition of the Limitations of

experimental research in oontrolling other teacher behaviors,
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the researcher introduced a qualitative dimension to the

study. Teachers were infor:na1ly obsenred with the intention
of identifying specific characteristics which may influence

students I learning. Finally, students' perceptions of the

unit were obtained through the examination of open ended

responses on their l-ikes and dislikes of the unÍt.

Quantitative data, relatj-r¡g to the experi.mental aspect

of the study were analysed through the use of standardized

change-score analysis, recommended by Kenny (I975). Ttre

qualitative d.ata on teacher-input characteristics and students t

perceptions were reported and di-scussed. It should be

emphasized that the qualitative procedures and analyses used

in the study were exploratory in nature.

Assumptions

The study assumed that three factors were eritical to

instmctional settings involving the ues of manipul-ative

materials. Iirese were: the group strtrcture, the rev¡ard

structure, and characteristics of the teacher which may

influence learning. All other factors were assumed to be

non-critical.
Other assumptions were related to the quasi-experimental

design and ststistical model used to analyse the data. This

wil-l be discussed in the design section of the thesis'
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I,imita.üions

Ttre fo1I-owing are l-imitations of the study.

L. Il¡e study is limited to grade six students in the school

selected for participation.

2, Ihe study is limited to the cumiculum material-s developed

by the researcher.

3. Observational data on teacher-input characteristics is
subject to the researcherrs perceptions.

4. Ihe study is subject to all the limitations of quasi-

experímental design, and the statistical technique of change

score analysi-s. These Limitations will- be presented in the

design section.

0rgan_izgtion o.f the Thesi.s

In Chapter l, a rationale for the study and some back-

ground to the origin of the problem was presented. This was

followed by an outline of the purpose of the study and the

research questions which were investigated. The significance

of the study, definitions of terrns, âs well as a brief
description of the rnethod were also presented. Finally'

assumptions and limitations of the study were dÍscussed. Ihe

rest of the thesis is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 reviews the literature related to the study.

Theoretical considerati.ons and empirical findings on

literature related to manipulative approaches and reward

structures are presented.
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Chapter J deals with the methodology. Descriptions of

the sample, instructional materials, instrument, design and

procedures are included.

In Chapter þ, results and anal¡rses of both qualitative

and quantitative data are provided.

In chapter 5, a brief summary of the investigation is
presented, together with conclusions' implications and

reconmendations for f\¡ture research.



Chapter 2

REVIEW OF I,ITERATURE

fhis chapter is divided into three sections. The first
section deals with the theories of active learning and cognitive

development as advanced by Dewey, Piaget, Bruner and Dienes. In
the second section, empirical research on the impact of

manipulative devices in facilitating achievement and other

educational outcomes will be reviewed. Section fIf is concerned

with the literature related to reward structures, brief
theoretical considerations will be provided together with a

su¡nmary of recent empirical findings on the subject. Finally

a brief summary of the entire chapter is presented.

f. Theoretical Bases for the use of
Manipglalivs .DeIices

Present day writers usually attribute the use of manip-

ulative devices in laboratory type settings to the works of

cognitive psychologists such as Piaget, Bruner and Dienes.

Although these researchers have contributed greatly to the use

of manipulative devices in instructional settings, such

techniques have long been advocated and used.

The Gerrnan psychologist, Ilcoebel (leeb-Lundberg, 1979)

was the first to theorize that play and activity are the young

childrs most powerftrl learning tools. He was the first to

create and extensively use, carefully selected concrete objects

in a systematie way to teach mathematics concepts to children.
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His ideas were implemented in the American Ðroebelian Kinder-

garten between LB56 and about J-9J-5, His materials are no longer

present in todayrs kindergarten; however, his ídeas on learrring

nathematics through a more d¡mamic approach influenced later
developments (l,ee¡-f,undberg, :-.977 ) .

John Dewey also advocated activity-type learning. Even

though Deweyts ideas stemmed flom a consideration of the

learnerrs social rather than psychologícaI needs, his contri-
butions are considerable. Through his voluminous writings on

educational phiJ-osophy, Dewey prompted several cumi-cular

innovations in the American school system.

This section of the literature review will focus on the

work of Dewey and on the work of cognitive psychologists Piaget,

Bruner, and Dienes, Each writer's unique contribution to the

use of manipulative materials in activity-based learning will
be examined.

John Dewey

Dewey developed his philosophy of education in an

authoritarian miLieu. In his book, Exoerience and Educati ot1 I

he expressed the need for experience, experimentation and

purposef\lI learning in what he terms a more progressive approach

to education. Dewey, (1939) felt that the traditional- learning

lacked the nental stinul-ation necessary for intellectual growth.

As a result schools produced passive leanrers who were unable

to exercise sound powers of judgement or the capacity to act

intelligently j.n new situations.
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Dewey saw the educational process as a d¡mamic one in which

the chiLd acquires lorowledge cumul¿tively and then acts upon it
to generate new lorowledge. He suggests that "there is an

Íntimate and necessary relation between the proeess of actual

experience and education" (Dewey, 1939, p. 7), He sav; the

process of Ìorowledge acquisition as important, not the iarowledge

itseÌf.
Education, accordirag to Dewey is the same as growth, and

the schooL should provide "educative experiences"; that is,
experiences which contribute to human growth in a positive

direction. He f\,rrther explained "education is that reconstn¡ct-

ion or reorganization of experience which adds to the meaning

of experi.ence, and which increases ability to direct the course

of subsequent experience" (Dewey, I932r pp. 89-90).

Beckett (I9BZ) interpreted the reorganization and

reconstruction of experj-ences as processes which lead to

maturation. Maturation here is not taken to be a final or

static state, but a life-long process. In explaining Deweyrs

works, Chambliss (I9BZ) states:

For Dewey, prior to ¡nrticular kinds of
experience, things Ë, but lack part-
icular meanings; when experience is
reconstn¡cted so that these things add
to the meaning of experi-ence, then and
only then do thi4gs become educative
(pp. ?6-??).

Dewey saw the school as a major instrtrment in fostering

growth or providing educative experienees' He explained:
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A primary responsibility of educators is
that they not onJ.y be aware of the general
principle of the shaping of actual experi-
ènce by environing conditions, but that
they aLso recognize in the concrete what
surroundings are conducive to having
experiences that lead to growth, Above
all, they should larow how to utilize the
suruoundings, physical and social, that
exist so as to extract fbom thern all that
they have to contribute to building up
expériences that are worthwhile (1939, p,35).

Chambliss fr¡rther explains 'For Dewey, it would be

difficult to irnagine an educational process that does not

involve activitys reconstruction of experience not just

involves, but is, an activity of a certain kind..." (1982, P.75).

Deweyrs aim is to set forth an educational theory which hol-ds

that what learrring may become is different from what it i.s novr)

i.e. its possibilities differ from its present actualities
(Chambl-iss, ]-gBZ).

Schmuck and Schmuck (1983, p. 3) noted that although most

of Deweyts ideas "have remained largely on philosopherst shelves

rather than having reaehed into the realities of everyday class-

rooms", his contributions to the social psychology of learning

arc considerable. Action research on Deweyts philosophy was

later initiated by Lewin and Moreno (cited in Schmuck & Schmuck,

L9B3). These authors sought to develop a theory of group

d¡mamics as a subdiscipline of social psychology.

Research by Lewin and Moreno was carried out primarily

ín industry and government. It was not until 1959 that group

d¡mamics and sociometric methods were applied to the classroom.

(Schmuck & Schmuck, 1983). In general, research on group
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processes and the role of sociaL interaction in learning has

inereased over the past two decades (Webb, 1980; Webb, I)82a,

1982b, Webb & Cullian, 1983, Johnson, L9B1; Peterson & Janicki,

I9?9, Peterson, Janicki & Swing, 1981). Quite a number of
publications are also available on the application of social

psycholog1f to education ( for example, Bany and Johnson, 1975i

Baclonan & Secord, L96B; Johnson, 1970, Guskin & Guskin, 1970,

Lesser, Ig?1, and Gronlund, 1959),

In summary, Deweyts contribution to instructional settings

involving the use of manipulative devices is twofold. Firstly,
he recognized the need for concrete experiences in the

educational procêss; he stressed that "periods of activity
in which hands and other parts of the body beside the brain"

(fÐ9, pp. 72-73) should be utilized. Secondly, his insights

into the social psychology of the learning process have

initiated considerable research in this area, He stated

specifically that "education is essentially a social process"

(1939, p. 65) and implored educators to allow children to

learn in group settings.

In this authorrs opinion the proceedings of a typical

mathematics laboratory are definitely an expression of Deweyrs

philosophy. In such a setting, students are provided with the

opportunity to manilrulate concrete devices and engage in mean-

ir¡Sfr¡l discussion with peers. Thus learning takes place in an

active environment, facilitati¡rg mental stimulation and growth.

Deweyts writings are philosophical and still under severe

debates (Vanderbêrg, 19BO; Chambliss, I9B2; Beckett, 1982)l
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however, this author regards his contributions as instn¡mental

to the theory of active J.earning'

Jga,n Piaeet

Piagetts work on the psychology of human intelligance

has profound implications for educational practice. He was

one of the first persons to recognize that a young childts

thought processes are quite different from an adultrs. He

cautioned edUcators to be aware of such differences when

presenting materials to children, Piagetts'findings have been

verified by several researchers ( e.g. Rosskopf, Steffe & Taback,

Lg?I; Renner, Stafford, Iawson, Mc Kinnon, fbiot & Ke1log'

1976; Modgil , I9?l+) and educators are i.ncreasingly appreciating

the reLevance of his theories to curriculum planning.

Piaget (I97L) saw intellectual growth as an evolutionary

process whÍch takes place through the continous forrnation

of mental structures ca11ed Echemas. The basis of all learning

is the childrs own activity as he Ínteracts with his physical

and. social environment (Good & Brophy' 1980)' [hrough this

interaction, the ehil-dts stn¡ctures beeome orgênized and

reorganized continually and the chil-d attains higher stages

of mental growth,

Mental structures or sehemas are fo¡rned as a-result of

two basie tendencies on the part of aLl speciesr orEani zation

and adaptation. Organization refers to "the tendency for all

species to systematize or orggnize their processes into

coherent systems which may be either physical or psychological"
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(Ginsberg & Opper, L969, p. J-7). In other words, it refers
to the individualts tendency to integrate his psychological

stn¡ctures into a composite or higher-order system.

The process of adaptation takes place when the individual
attempts to predict and to some degree control his environment.

It is accomplished through the complementary processes of

agcoqno.dation and assimilation. The individualrs tendency to

change i.n response to environ¡nental demands is accommodation,

and assimilation is the process by which the individual deals

with an environmental event in terms of his own structures.
(Ginsberg & Opper, L969),

Adaptation experiences enable the child to develop new

schemas, In addition, the effective use of the assimilation-

accomnodation cycle enables the individual to move towards

higher stages of equilibrium or balance. Equilibration is
considered the baekbone of mental growth (Ginsberg & Opper,

1969). It is a non-statie state and during the course of

nental development, the child progressively arrives at higher

states of equilibration.
In his stage-theory, Piaget outlines four stages which

are characteristic of children at different ages¡ the sensori-

motor (o-2 years), the preoperational (2-7 years), the concrete

operational (2-7 years) and the forrnal operational (11 years).

The age norrns here are only approximate and their timing

depends on a host of factors which nay vary among individual

children. The stage-theory implies that during the earl-ier
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stages, the child relies heaviLy on concrete experiences to

assist in schema fo¡rnation. Iater on, this need nay be lessened

as the chiLd advances to the forrnal operational stage. 0n1y

then wiLl the child be capable of formal thought and abstract

reasoning. Post has therefore cautioned:

While
adole
ences
evolut
inte1l

it is tn¡e that when children reach
scence their need for concrete experi-
is somewhat reduced because of the
ion of new and more sophisticated
ectual schemas, it is not true that

this dependence is eliminated. ftre kinds
of thought processes so characteristic of
the state of concrete operations are in
fact utilized at all developmental levels
beyond the ages of seven or eight. Piagetrs
crucial point, which is sometimes forgot-
ten or overlooked, is that until about the
age of eleven or twelve, concrete operations
represent the highest level at which the
child can effectively and consistently
operate (1980, p.115).

The movement from lower to higher stages of intellectual
development is not automatic. Piaget has identified four

major factors which i-nfluence this process: physiological

maturation, soeial interaction, physical experience and the.

degree of relevant intellectual and psychological experiences.

The importance of the last two factors haS been discussed by

Ginsberg & Opper (f969),

Perhaps the most important single pro-
position that the educator can derive
from Piagetts work, and thus use in the
classroom, is that children, especially
young ones, learn best fborn concrete
activitiês.... For these reasons a good
school should encuurage the childrs
aetivity, and his manipulation and
exploration of objects, When the teacher
tries to bypass this process by imparting
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is often superficial learning. But by
oromotins activity in the classroom, the
teacher õan exploit the childfs potential
for lear:ring, and perrnit him to evolve an
understanding of the worl-d around him.
...The teacher should not teach, but should
êîcuurâge the child to learrr by manipulating
things.- (p. 22I).

In explaining the need for social interaction, as

expressed by piaget, Post (1980, p. 115) suggests that the

"opportunity to exchange, discuss and evaluate oners ov¡n'ideas

and the ideas of others encourages decentration (tne diminution

of egocentricity), thereby leading to a more critical and

realistic view of self and others".

Thus Piagetts views on intellectual development are not

at variance with Deweyrs philosophy of edueation as gfowth'

Both vrriters stressed that intel-lectual development results

from an interplay betr¡een external and internal factors

(Ginsberg & Qpper, Lg6g), Piaget's work forrned the basis of

f\¡rther investigations into cognitive psychology by both Bruner

and Dienes (Dienes & Goldir:g, L97I).
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Jerom e Bruner

Bruner's theory of instruction pays particular attention

to the process of Learning rather than knowledge per se. His

views on cognitive d.evelopment are very simil-ar to that of

Piaget and Dienes. The instructional model proposed by Bruner

(1966) has four major features'

"First, a theory of instmction should specify the

experiences which most effectively implant in the individual
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a predisposition toward learrring" (1966, p. 40). This pro-

position relates to the effect of the authority structure on

the nature of the learning experience. Bruner ('t966) explains

this as follows.

The relations betrveen one who instructs
and one who is instructed is never in-
different in its effect upon learning.
And since the instructional process is
essentially social - particularly in
its early stages when it involves at
least a teacher and a pupil - it is clear
that the chiId, especially if he is to
cope with school, must have minimal
mastery of the social skills necessary
for engaging in the instrr¡ctional process
(pp.4?-43)

The seeond major feature of Brunerrs theory of instruction

is that it "must specify the ways in whieh a body of lmowl-edge

should be structured so that it can be ¡nost readily grasped

by the learner" (1966, p. þ1). He identifies three modes

through which any domain of lmowledge can be represented: by

appropriate actions or motor responses (enactive), by a set

of images or graphics that represent the côncept (iconic), and

by a set of s¡rmbols or language appropriate to the discipline

(symbolic ) .

The third feature follows logically from the second. It
is concerned with specifying the most effective sequences in

which rnaterials are to be presented. Ihe question of whether

an optimal sequence should be followed has been raised. On

this issue Bruner has stated:
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There are usuaS-ly various sequences that
are equivalent in their ease and difficultly
for Learners. There is no unique sequence
for all learners, and the optimum in any
¡nrticular case will depend upon a variety
óf factors, including past learr:ing, stage
of development, nature of the material, and
individual Aifterences (t966,p. þB).

Kieren and Vance (fg68) expressed the view that mathematics

teachers, especially at the secondary 1evel, usually begin to

teach a concept by using definitions in the forrn of s¡rmboLs.

Brr¡ner argges that such an approaeh is only suitable "when the

learner has a well-developed s¡rmbolic system" (1966, p. 49).

Since teachers are never quite certain about the levels of

abstract reasoning among their students, these authors feel

that extreme caution should be used in sequencing learning

activities (Kieren & Vance, 1968).

Brunerrs fourth proposition states that a theory of

instruction should "specify the nature and pacing of the rewards

and punishments in the process of learrring and teaching" (1966,

p. þ1). He believed. that the object of instruction should be

to make the learrrer eventually self-sufficient and appeal-ed to

educators to appropriately use both intrinsic and extrinsic

rewards in their instnrction,

Final1y, Bruner (1963) also emphasized the value of

teaching aids in learning. He distinguishes between trrro major

types: devices for vicarious experiences (for examplerfilms,

sound recordings, T.V.) and model devices (for example, Stern

bloeks, Cuisenaire rods, Dienes blocks). Devices of the first

type may serve the purpose of enrichment, while model devices
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may assist in "helping the student to grasp the underlying

stn¡cture of a phenomenon" (Bruner, 1963, p. B0). Since

nanipulative devices fall under this category, Bruner has

clearly supported their usage, He attested to these techniques

in the foJ-lowing state ments.

limiting instruetion to a steady diet
of classroom recitation supported only
by traditional and middling textbooks can
make lively subjects dull for the stu-
dent (1963, p. BB).., the teacherts task
as a communicator, model, and identifi-
cation figure can be supported by a wise
use of a variety of devices that expand
experiences, clarif¡r it, and give it
peisonal significance (p. 91).

Zoltan Dienes

The theories discussed so far have been directed to

learrring in general and not to mathematics per s€. Zoltan

Dienes (1969) was the first to forrnulate a theory of mathematics

learning. ALthough most of his principles grew from the

findings of Piaget and Bruner, Dienes channelled his efforts

to the process of learning mathematícs in particular. His

principles now fonn the basis of many mathematical programs.

Dienes was mainly concerrred with understanding of the

stn¡cture of rnathematics. He believed that the poor under-

standing of mathematical strtrcture was partly because personal

nrlfillnent had. not been one of its maior ai-ms (Dienes , 1969).

In order to derive personal fulfillment, he felt that students

should be given the opportunities to deveJ-op deeper mathematical

insights, such insights "are very seldom generated on blackboards,

especially with younger children, and the need for more specially
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designed mathematical apparatus is beginning to be appreciated"

(1g69, p. ]-5) .

In planning a mathematics cumiculum, Dienes suggeìsted

both long terrn and immediate effects on students be considerecl.

He outlined three major guidelines to be observed by educational

planners. Firstly, they should be aware of the wholeness of

mathematical structure. Secondly, there should be a variety

of mathematical experiences from which concepts can be

constructed. lhirdly, teachers ought to be aware of each

childrs stage of developrnent and the general d¡mamics of the.

learning process (Dienes, 1960).

The above three requirements can be met in the classroom,

provided that certain changes take p1ace. The following

suggestions were made.

It will probably be necessary to abolish
almost completely the present method of class-
teaching with the teacher pointificating
from a èentral position of povrer, and to
replace this by individual learning or
learning in small gtroups, from concrete
material and written instructions, with the
teacher acting as guide and counsellor
(Dienes , 1969, p, I7),

In his theory of mathematics learning, Dienes developed

certain principles which ought to be observed to promote

insightf\rl learning (Dienes, 1960 ).

4nramic hinci.ple. In the initial stagesr Preliminary,

structured games must be provided fT.om which mathematical

concepts can eventually emerge.

Constructivitv Principle. In structuring the games

constn¡ction shouLd always preceed analysis. In other ',r'ords,
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it must be remembered that J.earning proceeds in such a way

that the child builds on his own ideas before analysing them

flom any logical stn¡cture or point of view (Dienes & Golciing,

1971 ) .

Mathematical Var iabilitv hinciple If children are to

gain a satisfactory general vÍew of what has been extracted,

a variety of experiences should be provided. Thesc experi€:rlcês

should be varied in proportion to the number of variables

involved in the concept or principle,

Perceptual Variabi litv inciole The same conce.ptual

structure should be pr€sented in the form of as many perceptual

equivalents as possible. Thi.s principle aIlov¡s for possible

individual differences in concept fornation and also ean s€rve

to assist the child in abstracting the concept.

Thc practical application of the above principles vras

f\rrther studied by Dienes and his collaborators (Dienes, in
Aichele & Reys , J_97B). As a result of rnuch experimentation

in the classroom, the' four principles were refined into a

s€:eÌrenCe of stages through which ar¡r mathematical principlc:'

concopt or skill can be learnt. These stage's are designed

to take the learrle,r from the concrete level through garnes and

free play to the more abstract or fonnal level of axiom

formation and s¡rmbolisation. The stages are as follols:
Ibe.e Play
Games
Search for communalities
Representation
Syrnbolisation
Forrnalism

1
2
3
4
5
6

I
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ClearJ.y these steges are in agreement with Btrunerrs

sequence of instn¡etion (enactive-+ iconic-+ s¡rmbolic) and

Piagetrs stage-theory of mental deveLopment. The implications

of Dienes ts theory has been sunmarized by Post.

Dienes suggests the creation of .a learni4g
laboratory which would lnve, in addition
to a large assortnent of physical material'
a system of learning aetivities aranged
both in series (i.e. mâthematical varia-
bility, the development of a concept using
a number of related tasks) and in para11e1
(i. e. , perceptual variability, presentirrg
a given concept within a varietY of
emËodiments).- These activities- should
offer both choice and variety to accomo-
date differences in student abilities and
i.nterests . (1977 , p, ?7 )

ese sê f
ve v ces

Reviews of literature on the use of manipulative devices

were conducted by Kieren (t969¡, Vance and Kieren (I97l-),

Fennema (I9?2), Fitzgerald & Higgins (L974) and Suydam &

Higgins (I9??). Earlier studies focused mainly at the

elementary level usi:rg materiaLs such as Cuisenaire rods

and Dienes blocks. As manipulative devices became more

readily available, research extended to include the secondary

level, in-service teacher education progfams' and culturally

deprived or lower ability students.

Studies involving the use of mani¡ruJative devices

can be for¡nd under headings such as '

activitv- ed learninE or ma (see

definition of te¡ms for descriptions). These teehniques have
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been used in different ways. Lessons nay be seoarate flom a

nathematics program or intesrated into it (Vance & Kieren,

1971), fn a separate program, the laboratory session takes

pLace once or twice per week during which students participate

ln desigrTated activities. Ihe activity is an extensj.on of the

curricul-uu and provides a nonroutine setting for the leanler.

Teachers nay or may not choose to supenrise these sessions;

they can assigr¡ group or individual experiments for the purpose

of er'¡richnentr or include the entire cLass in the teaching of

a particular writ,
In an integrated program, laboratory approaches have been

used whenever it was deemed appropriate in ar¡r area of the

curriculu.n. ft may have serr¡ed to introduce a lesson, teach

a concept or r¡nderstand a principle. The whole class usually

partieipated, workirrg either in small groups or individually.

This literature review included studies in both categories,

se¡nrate or integrated programs. Activities consisting of

gêmes in which no manipulative naterials were used have

been -omitted.. Since the review by Suydam & Higgins (1977)

is the most comprehensive r in te¡rns of the number of studies

surveyed and the type of questions posed, it will be discussed

at length. Literature reviews carried out. previously will also

be highlighted; finally' a suryey of recent studies by the

wríter will be summarized.

4:e.vious Lite.rat¿.re Seviews

Kieren Ogeg) reported that studies oonducted during
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J-964-L}6B were nainly pll-ot projects in which "caref\¡l
definition of the probJ.em was fbequently lacking" (p. sJt+).

Other problems related to research nethodoLory were raised.

ftris period can therefore be considered as exploratory and

eonclusions from the studies nay be only tentative. However,

some large scale projects were initiated which provided a

basis for ft¡ture research,

IVo major projects which infl-uenced in school practices

in the creati-on of mathematics Laboratories and teachers I

eentres were the Madison Project (U.S.A. ), and the Nuffield

Project (U.K. ). The ains of these projects were quite similar.

Both programs emphasized the need to revive i-ntenest in
teaching and learning of nathernatics. This was acconplished

by training of teachers in teaching rnathematics as a process'

and in providirrg children with thands ont experiences.

Physical naterials were used to assist students in the under-

standing of complex principles and to enhance motivation.

The widespread success of the above projects in facili-

tating achievement and promoting enjo¡rment of mathematics

(Kieren, L969, Biggs, 1977 ) motivated educators to engage in

experimental research so that such findings could be validated,

fn a review by Vance & Kieren (1971), the results of nine

studies conducted with students in grades 6 to p were

sunmarized. These authors concLuded¡

1. lhe research indicates that students
can Learrr mathematicaL ideas fÞorn Lab-
oratory settings. However, j-n maximis-
ing achievement on cognitive variables,
otñer meaningf\rl instn¡ction appears to
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work as well if not better, This trend
carries through for higher-Level opera-
tions such as transfer and creati.ve use
of concrete naterials. However, with
lower-abillty students, concrete repre-
sentations and laboratorTr approaches
appear particul-ar3.y eff ective.
2. One generally held feeling about
nathematics Laboratories is that they
promote better attitudes towards math-
enatics, There is only li¡nited evide-
nce of this in the caref\¡l evaluations
of activity-oriented nathenatícs,
although r¡ost students seem to prefer
laboratory approaches to nore class-
oriented approaches, (Vance & Kieren,
l-97l-, p, 588-589).

Fennema (1972) was the first to analyse data on manip-

ulative devices by the type of material used. She examined

p studies in which Cuisenaire rods were used to teach

conputational skilIs in grades 1 to 3. Control gtroups

received a traditional approach without materials, 0f the

9 studies reviewed, 4 favored the Cuisenaire treatment, one

favored the tr"aditional treatment and the remaining 4 reported

no signifieant differences between the treatments. Fennema

(1972) concLuded that "there is some indication that children

learrr better when the J.earrring environment ineludes a pre-

dominanee of nodels suited to the childrenrs level of cognitive

devel-opment' (p. ILþ).

Nine further studies involving the use of other concrete

naterials in grades 1 to B were examined by Fennema (1972).

I'wo of these studies favored the use of manipulative devices,

while the remaining seven found neither treatnent superior.

Fe¡rr¡ena noted that nost of the studies cauied out at the

lower eLementary grades favored the nanipulative treatment.
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She interprets her resul-ts as foLLows r .

As children enter the elernentary school,
the J.earrring of nost nathenatical rdeas
wÍlL need to be facilitated through
concrete representation, both because
the deveJ.opmental level of the child-
ren indicates that this is the
appropriate learrring style and because
the experientlal background of the
children is neager. At the upper level
the reverse will be tn¡e. lhe learnerst
experLential background wiLl be ¡nuch
richer and their J.earrring orientation
wil-l indieate that their use of s¡rmbols
is more adequate. However, when new
ideas are introduced, regardless of the
grade level, care nust be taken to ensure
tnat appropriate actions (experiential
backgróun¿) have t¿ken place. (Fennema'
I9?2, pp. 115-116).

Fitzgerald and Higgins (tgZV) distineuished between a

micro and macro - use of laborator¡¡ instn¡ction. A micro-

instnrctional usage applied when teaching a single idea or

concept over a short period of time; macro-instructional

usage referred to the use of l-aboratory approaches in teaching

several content objectives at any given leve1. They examined

several issues related to laboratory settings; twenty studies

across grades 1 to 12 were surveyed. Most of their findings

agreed with those of Fennema and Yance & Kieren. In addition,

they concluded (Fitzgerald & Higgins, 1974)z

L. Micro-instn¡ctional strategies seem to hold more promise

than macro-i.nstn¡ctional- ones. They feeL that it is the

teacherts prerogative to select this type of strategy whenever

it seems appropriate.

2, Mathenatics laboratories seem to produee fÞvorable

achievement gains in general at the elementary ]eve], this
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is especiall.y so for culturalJ.y deprived or academically

retarded children.

3. Mathenatics Laboratories show pronise as a strategy to

teach pre-serr¡i.ce teachers in mathematics methods.

. Fitzgerald and Higgins (t9?4), in recognition of the

difficulties encountered by researchers in this area commented¡

It is difficult enough to design a
study to manipulate a single varj.able,
It is almost impossible to tease out
the significant effects when a s¡mthe-
sis of many different strategies and
materiaLs takes place within what is
identified as a single treatment. (p,47).

a

The most conprehensive and recent literature review on

the use of manipulative devices was compiled by Suydam &

Higgins (1977), Over 200 studies carried out in grades K to B

were examined. Care was taken by the researchers to seleet

studies which met a set of evaluation criteria. In organizing

the data, several questions were r"aised, each relating to a

particul-ar issue concertring the use of manipulative devices.

For each question, all the related studies were located and a

vote-count nethod was used to integrate the findings. That

is, for each issue, a count was made on the number of studies

obtaining favorable resultsr, unfavorable results and the

number resulting in no significant differencesr

Before the questions were posed, Suydam & Higgins examined

all the studies which strictly compared a manipulative

approach with a traditionaL one, to teach a topie or concept

in mathenatics. The studies covered grades I to B and topics
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lncluded number recognitlon, operations with fractions and

geometry concepts, 0f the 23 studies reviewed, 11 favored

the use of materials, 2 favored the non-use of naterials and

10 found no significant differences between the approaches.

0n this basis, Suydam & Higgins commented "l-essons using

manipulative materials have a higher probability of producing

greater mathematics achievement than do non-rnani¡rulative

lessons" (1977, p, 8). Ihey sought to probe the data by

raising various issues related to the use of manipulative

materials. Ihese issues are briefly discussed in the foì-lowing

sub-section,

Issues relating to the us e of maninulative devices

Sequence of instrrrction ¡ Ihe modes of presenting

information as outlined by Bnrner (enactive, iconic, symbolic)

was the subject of 33 studies examined. While some studies

eompared the effects of different sequences of presentation,

others focused on the relative effectiveness of each mode on

achievement.

0f the 30 studies comparing the relative effectiveness

of each mode of presentation, only 3 studies (at grades 1, 2,

and l+) favored an abstract or s¡rmbolic presentation. Concrete

presentations were found to be superior to pictorial and

s¡rmbolic in ? studies (grades 3, ¿l to 6, 7)t concrete and

pictorial combined was also superior to s¡rmbolic presentations

in 10 fr¡rther studies at grades 2r 3, and 6, Qne study found

the pictorial mode superior to concrete presentation and I
studies indicated that there were no significant differences
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between the three modes.

The sequence of presentation was investigated in three

studiess one study found that the sequence fYom concrete to

syrnbolic was more þeneflcial than pietorial to s¡rmbolic in

teaching numeration ideas to grades 3 and 7. Another study

in which computationsL skills were taught to grade 3 students

exarnined three different sequences. Ihe sequence from

concrete to s¡rmbolic resulted in highest achievepent, followed

by the sequence ooncrete to pictorial to s¡rmbolic; the

sequence pictorial to s¡rmbolic resulted in lowest performance.

Finally, one study at g::ade 5 found no significant differences

betrveen the sequence concrete to pictorial to s¡rmbolic and the

sequence pietorial to s¡rmboLic.

Do the er of differen t embodiments or representations

of the e onceot make a d fferent ? 0n1y a very small number

of studies were found relating to this question. It would

seem that the use of multiple embodiments as a single factor

does not affect achievement. Suydam and Higgins (f977)

believe, however, that they may help children understand the

application and utility of mathematics. More research i.s

therefore needed to verify this principl-e of multiple embodi-

ment propounded by Dj.enes.

Does it a differenc e whether the student handles

the mater l-s or onlv watches as the teacher demonstrate

with materials? the conelusions here are the same as that

Of previoUs reviewers, i.ê. it appears to be as effective

for chiLd.ren to watch teachers demonstrate with materials as
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it is for them to use naterial-s. Suydam & Higgins (f977)

suggested that ptgrsical nanipulations by the learrrer nay

increase his nental activity which is neeessary for learning.

Do aEe and other characteristics of the Learner affect

the outcome of the treatrnent? Forty studies were analysed by

grade level; the results are shown in the folJ-owing table.

Table I

Summary of results by grade level' comparing
effects of manipulative and non-manipulati

approaches on studentst achievement
(Suydam & Higgins, t977)

the
ve

Grade
Level

hvorable
findings

Non-favorable
findings

No significant
differences Total

I&,2
3&4
5e6
7 eB

7

9

6

2

3

3

3

3

2

1

0

1

12

t3

9

6

12 4o

Þom these findings Suydam & Higgins claimed that

mani¡rulative devices are irnportant not onl.y at the early

elementary school but at the upper elementary and junior

secondary as well. fn addition, materials appear to be

effective for students regardless of achievement level, soci-o-

econo¡nic status and cultural background (data regarding these

variables were scarce so these concLusions are only tentative).

Ar-e mqnirulst:Ie r4g¡leria,þ more appropriate for some

4

nathematieal- concepts than for others? 0n analysis of the
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studies by content, the onJ.y conclusion made was materials

seemed effective for topics IÍke rultiplication, addition

and fÞactions. No clear conclusions were mâde for other

topics (Suydam & Higgins, L977),

Does the use of .manipulative rnaterials rei;ult ån

improved attitu de to rnathematics? 0f the t studies sunreyed

in this category, J resul-ted in positive ehanges in attitude,

one in negative changes and 3 reported no such changes.

Suydam & HiggÍns agree with previous researchers that there

is not sufficient evidence to conclude that the use of

rnanipulative naterials will result in better attitude towards

mathemati.cs.

Recent Research on ioulative Devices

The above discussion covers the research prior to I97?,

Before summarizing the results, the writer surveyed current

Dissertation Abstracts to examine recent trends. The studies

located included students fbom kindergarten to colLege levels

in both Íntegr"ated and separate programs. Cuisenaire rods,

fbaction n¡lers and other researcher-designed manipulatives

were used. Concepts ranged flom simple computations to

factorization of higher-order polynomials, Ihis review is

subdivided into two sections; elementary and secondary/coJJege

leve1s.

ManiruLative Devices at el-emen tarv level Studies bya

Allen (]-??B) at grade ? and Robinson (ryZA) at grade J

compared the use of manipul-ative approaches using Cuisenaire

rods with non-naniprrlative approaches in teaching computation
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skills. In both cases, results favored the Cuisenaire

treatment. Claxton and Acres (]-978) cornpared a Dienes-Iike

approach, using manipuÌative naterials with an expository

one using textbooks and worksheets (referred to as the Fletcher

mathematics-scheme)¡ in the fonnation of abstract and real-life
concepts. Ihey found no overaLl differences in performance

of pupiJ-s (B-11 years old); however, those taught by Dienes,s

method forrned real-Iife concepts more successfl¡lfy.

SchilLer (J-977) studied the effect of usirrg a fraction
ruler rnanipulative in teachirrg fractional computations to

grades 4, 5, and 6. Students receivirrg the manipulative

treatment outperforrned the others at aLl grade levels. In

a kindergarten nathematics prograrrt Paolini (1979) investigated

the effects of manilrulative and non-mani¡rulative approaches

on achievement and attitude of cÏ¡-ildrel1. No significant
differences in achievement or changes in attitudes were

detected.

Manipulative materials at secondarrr/co]-l'ese level. S tudies

by Dejarnette (lgZA) at grade 9, a¡¡d Blout (1980) at the

college level, investigeted the effect of laboratorT

instrr¡ction in conjunetion with conventional classroom

instnrction on student perforrnance and attitude. Results

from both studies indicated that students in the J-aboratory

group exhibited more positive attitude to mathematics but no

significant differences were found in achievement. A further

investigation by Dobelstein (L979) found no significant cha¡ges

in attitude or achievement among first year college students
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when suppLenentary materlaLs and activities were lntroduced

in algebra courses.

The effect of laboratory and Lecture nodes of instn¡ction
on learning and retention was investigated by Pluta (L980).

College students were classified as concrete, transitional
and for:nal operationaL levels. He found the laboratory mode

enhanced learning in both the fornal and transitional students,

Neither treatnent was effective in promotirrg learrring in the

concrete operational students. Rlrther, Hamis (1979) used

manipulative devices to teach a unit on ratio and proportion

to freshmen in a compensatory course. A control group of
simil-ar students were taught by e:<amples only (without

manipu1atives). There were no significant differences between

the groups on retention but students taught by examples on1y,

suffered a Loss of immediate learning. Stockdale (1980) also

found that instn¡ction with manipulative naterials did not

significantly alter performance of secondary school- Algebra

students. on multiplication and factorization of second degree

polynomials.

I\¡¡o studies on Bn¡nerf s modes of instnrction were located,
Smith, Szabo and Tmeblood (l-980) found that a concrete mode

of instn¡ction was superior to a graphic mode in teaching

Linear measurement skills to first and second grade students.

Concrete and abstract modes of instn¡ction, however, produeed

equivalent rezults. In an ATI (Aptitude x Treatnent

Interaction) study of manipulative versus s¡nnbolic modes of
instn¡ction, [hreadgi].L-Sowder (1980) found no significant
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differences between mani¡ruJ.ative and s¡rmbolic approaches

to teaching logicaL connectives at the junior high Ievel.

However, there was an interaction effect, with low achievers

favoring the concrete approach and high achievers favoring

the s¡rmbolic approach.

Research on using Laboratory approaches in presenti¡g

material to presenrice elementary school teachers did not

always produce positive results. Barnett and Eastman (t978,

lg?g) compared fhands onf (enactive) modes via mani¡rulative

aids with a pictorial (iconic) approach in teaching mathem-

atical skil]s and concepts to preservice teachers. The

results indicated that neither method was superior; also the

attitudes of teaehers were not significantly affected. Flexer

(f9?B) also found no significant differences in performance

between laboratory and lecture modes, and no interaction

effects with ability, in teaching a course on mathernatics

methods to prospective elementary school teachers. However,

she reported that the majority of teachers felt the laboratory

exposure helped their understanding of mathematical topics

and gave them ideas for presenting mathematical concepts in

elementary school (Flexer, 1978).

Table 2 summarizes the results of recent studies

revi.ewed by the writer. The table indicates that for grades

K to 9, 56/" of t}¡e studies (5 out of 9) examined showed no

significant differences between manipulative and non-manipulative

approaches; the re¡nainir¡g l+l+% favored the maniErlative treatment.

At the college level IOO% of the studies found no significant
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differences. These results verify that the gener^al trend of

results renain the sane. The fnclusion of secondary and

eollege level studies, however, increased the percentage of

non-significant findings .

Table 2

Summary of results by
effects of rnanipulat

gr"ade Level-, comparing the
ive and non-manipulative

approaches on students t aehievement
t977-L980

Grade
leveI

trÞvorable
findings

Non-favorable
findirrgs

No significant
differences Total

K-2
3e,6
7 e9
College

2

2

1

l+

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

0

2

4

3

4

Total 4 13

S_ummalv and Critiqge- of .Eejls$rch ljnllings. In the

previous section, the author attempted to integrate the

findings of numerous studies relating to the effectiveness

of manipulative and/or laboratory-t¡¡pe approaches. It is
indeed unfortunate that after more than t;tuo decades of

research, clear patterns have not emerged for elassroom

practice. fn commenting on the results of their literature
review, Suydam & Higgins (1977) noted¡

The difficulty is that, while the existíng
research can be summed to provide a broad and
and general pictæ;æ thd effectiveness,

90
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it provides practicalLy no specific details
about the components or aspects of materials-
use that l-ead to that efÏectiveness. Vle
couLd conclude that the mere presence of
nani¡uJ.ative naterial in a mathematics
program woul-d be beneficial. In fact,
research results show us to be as far away
fbom this comfortable conclusion as possible.
No matter how we classif! studies-by mathematics
topic, by type of learrrer, by age of learner-
we find the number of stt¡dies showing no
significant advantage for the use of materials
to be about equal to the number significantly
favoring the use of materials. Our optimism
about the effect of materials stems fron the
gb_geng_q of studies showing the non-use of
rn ts to be more effeõtive than the use of
materials. (1977, p.88).

fn conclusion, Suydam & Higgins (J_977) appealed to

fbture researchers to adopt more sophisticated designs which

would isolate and identif! factors, critical to the instn¡ct-
io¡ra1 setting. Such factors can then be systematically

investigated to determine how their variation affeet student

learrring.

IfI.: literature Related_to Rgvard_ Stn¡Stu.rs

Theoretical bases

Ihe reward strrrcture of a classroom refers to the manner

in which students are rewarded for academic perforrnance

(Sl-avin, 1977). There are two theoretical bases from which

reward stn¡ctures evoLvedt one is based on lewints theory of

intrinsic motivation and the other is derived from the

extrínsic motivational viewpoint of behavioral learning theory

(Johnson & Johnson, L97l+). Lewinrs theory suggests that the

drive towards accomplish¡nent of desired goals is motivated by

a state of tension within the individual; this drive for goal
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acconplishment motivates cooperative, competitive and

individualistic behavior. Based on Lewinrs theory, Deutsch

(cited in Johnson & Johnson, J.974) conceptualized three types

of goal strt¡ctures.

A eooperative social situation. There is a strong link
between the goals of se¡nrate individuals. Individual goal

attainment is dependent on the goal attainment of other

individuals. Hence, each individual tries to ensure that the

outcome of an event is benefieial to others with whom he is
cooperatively linked.

A competitiv e social situation An individual can only

experience success in an encounter if other participants

experience failure, The individual thus tries to ensure

personal success, while at the same time ensuring that the

outcome is detrimental to others with whom he is competitively

linked,

An i,ndividualislic såtuatiolr. The possibility of an

individualts achieving success in an encounter is independent

of whether other individuals achieve their goals. A person

seeks an outcome that is personally beneficial; the goal

achievement efforts of other particilnnts are ignored as

irye Levant .

Ke11ey and Thibaut (cited in Johnson & Johnson, 7974)

have provided a conceptuaLization based on (behavioristic)

learning theory of extrinsic motivation. For Kelley and

Itlibaut, it is the reward distribution that motivates
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individuaLs to behave cooperatively, competitively or

individualistically. lheir definitions forrned the operational
definitions of reward strrrctures in most of the studies

reviewed,

Cooperative stmcture Group rewards are allocated

equally to all individuals within a group, based on the

quality of the group work.

Competit ive stmcture Individuals are rewarded

differentially according to their relative perforrnances.

Individuali stic stmcture Rewards are allocated to
each individual depending solely on the quality of his work

and is independent of the work of others.

Johnson and Johnson Q974) believe that all three of
the above reward structures are appropriate under different
conditions, and educators should use all three, depending on

the specific instructional objectives. Iheir research has

shown that reward stnrctures exert a powerf\ll influence on

student behavior and on educational outcomes.

The relationship betv¡een reward stn¡cture and achievement

has been explained by Webb (1980, I9BZa,b,c). She identified
reward strr¡ctures (group vs individual) as one mediator of

interaction in small-group learning. Other mediators were :

characteristics of the group (ability and racial composition)

and characteristics of the individual (abiIity, sex, level

of extroversion-introversion), Certain student characteristics,

sueh as givirrg or receiving help' and off-task behaviors wcre
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identified as predictors of interaction. Her inputs-interaction-

achievement model can be pictoriaS-ly represented as follows
(1982c ) ,

Figure 1. Variables in the inputs-interaeti on-aehievement
system.

Emniri ^1 research rewarrl st ntrrr ps

Research on reward stnrctures is extensive and it is not

the intent of the writer to present a comprehensive literature

review on the subject. The primary aim of this section is to

gÍve some insight on the relative effectiveness of different

reward stn¡ctures and their impact on achievement. Research

on reward sttrtctures has also focused on social variables;

such findings will not be included in this literature review.

Literature reviews on reward structures have been

conducted by Johnson & Johnson (tgZ[), Slavin (L977), Michaels

(fg??) and Johnson, Mam¡rama, Johnson, Nelson, and Skon (1981),

Reward
Stn¡cture'

AchievementGroup
Characteristics Interaction

Individual
Charaeteristics
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Only results of the latter review will be reported because

it is the most recent and comprehensive. Also the conelusi-ons

do not differ fbom previous ones, and the techniques used to

summarize the findings (meta-analysis) is superior to previous

techniques.

Johnson, Mam¡rarna et al. us€d two meta-analyses techniques

developed by Glass (1976, L977) and Stouffer (cited in Johnson

et aI. 1981) to integrate the results of L22 studies on

reward strt¡ctures carried out on North American samples. The

major advantage of these techniques over previous ones (for
exampler vote-count techniques) is that it gives inforrnation

on the nagnitude of any differences bet¡veen conditions as well

as the probability of obtaining such differences.

Johnson et al. identified four reward structures that

were commonly studied in the literature.
Pure coooeration Use of a cooperative reward stnrcture

without intergroup competition.

Cooperation with intereroup competition. Use of a

eooperative reward stn¡cture with intergroup competition.

Interpersona I competition. Use of a competitive reward

stn¡cture.

lndl_v10uaJ.1stic efforts Use of an individualistica

reward stn¡cture,

Ihe major objectives of the review were to¡

(a) determine the relative efficacy of the four reward

stn¡ctures,
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(b) provide a better understanding of the reasons why certain
reward stn¡ctures appear to be more effective than others.

Summarv of findines for ob.iective (a )

1. Cooperation (with or without intergroup competition)

produced significantJ.y higher achievement than conpe tition
and individualistic efforts.
2. Cooperation with intergroup conpetition promoted higher
achieve¡nent than individualistic efforts but was only slightly
superior to interpersonal competition.

3, No significant differences we.re found betr,r,een

-cooperation with intergroup competition and cooperation
without inte.rgroup competition,

-interpersonal competition and individualistic efforts.

Summarv of findinss for obiective (b)

1. The superiority of cooperation (with or without inte,rgroup

conpetition) over competition and individualistic reward

stn¡ctur€s was more pronounced in studies which

-required achievement on higher-level cognitive skills.
-require.d tasks which were interdependent - that is,
tasks requiring cohesive efforts or division of labour,

-utilized tangible rewards.

2. Competition was superior to individualistic efforts for
studies in which tasks had to be done independently and in
whieh there was little contact amor¡g students.

The above research has cJ-early indicated that a
eooperative reward strueture (with o¡' wi-thout intergroup eomp-

etition) is superior to either competitive or individualistic.
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stn¡ctures in promoting. general acade¡ni-c achievernent. This

superiority was more pronounced when tasks were.interdependent¡

when higher Level cognitive skill-s were required, and when

tangible rewards were used.

Chapter Summary

In this chapter literature related to manipulative

approaches in mathematics Learning and l-iterature related

to reward stn¡ctures were reviewed. Through considerations

of the works of Dewey, Piaget, Brtrner and Dienes, it is
apparent that instructional settings which are rich in
concrete deviees and which provide for social interaction
facilitate, the learning and application of complex concepts,

principles or skills. The support of manipulative techniques

by eognitive theorists has,given rise to considerable classrooom

research which attempted to validate these approaches.

However, r1o matter how studies were classifieri, results

indicated that the number of studies showing no significant
dÍfferences between manipulative and non-manipulative

approaches is approximately the same as the nurnber of studies

favoring manipulative approaches. On1y a very smaLl number

of studies favored the non-manipulative treatment. Empirical

evidence from these studies have prompted researchers to

question the nethodology of previous investigators, and to

raise new research questions. Suydam & Higgins (L977)

suggested that attempts be made to refine research in this

area through the identifieation of factors present in the
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instmction which may influence the outeome of the results.
Research on reward stn¡ctures indicated that cooperative

reward stn¡ctures resulted in higher achievement than either

competitive or individualistic ones. An explanation for
this has been advanced by Webb (lg9Zc), who proposed that

eooperative reward stn¡ctures result in more constn¡ctive

peer interaction, which influences aehievement. Empirical

findings on reward stmctures have also indicated that higher-

level cognitive skills are enhanced under cooperative reward

strr¡ctures. lhis is espeeially so when tasks are interdepen-

dent and when external rewards are used.

Based on the above findings, the general research

questions for this investigation were established.
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Method

In this ehapter the sample and characteristics of the

population as welL as the instn¡ctional materials used

(including manipulative devi.ces) are described, Ihe stn.cture

of the instn¡ment, together with methods of obtaining validity
and reliability measures are. reported. The experirnental

design and method of statistical analysis is also outlined.

Finally a chronological account is given of the procedure

with detailed descriptions of the treatments and rnethods

used to obtain qualitative data.

Population and Samole

Population

Subjects who participated in the study came from a

suburban School Division in Winnipeg. The school, which

consisted of students of varying ethnic and cultural back-

grounds, compri.sed approximately 6OO students. About 85% ot

the students were Caueasian, the renainírtg 15% consisted

of Filipinos, Chinese, Vietnamese, Native Indians, East

Indians, liest Indians and South Americans. The school ran

an English as a Second language Program (ESL) for the non-

English speaking students.

In this particuì-ar school community' soci-o-econo¡nic

status rarrged from upper middle class to working elass; a

significant number of students came from homes supported by
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welfare. The corununity can also be described as mobile or
rinstantf in the sense that families do not remai-n for very

long periods in the area. Ihus the school population undergoes

occasional fluctuations, and consisted of students who might

have had frequent changes in school environment. Single-parent

families are also a significant feature of this community.

In general, the ability range of the students ean be

described as average to low. Most of the classes were in
separate rooms but some open-area teachi¡1g was also practiced.

Students were not streamed by ability; hence classes within

any particular grade were roughly equivalent,

All three' grade six classes were exposed to the treatment;

that is, they were all taught the unit on area. However, data

were collected on only two classes, the third class had a very

high percentage of absentees and was excluded from the sample.

Sample

A total of 61 grade six students participated in the

treatments. Four students were later eliminated beeause of

absence from either pre/post-test or part of the treatment

(2 students from each treatment group). One f\¡rther student

from treatment I had only joined the school community for tlro

weeks and could not communicate in English. No data was

colÌected for this student,

Ihus the sampJ-e consisted of 56 students with 28 in each

treatment group. A total of 32 girls and 24 boys comprised

the treatments with J.6 girls and 12 boys per class.
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Mat e ria l,s g¡rd_ Igi;.trf¡¡rent

Instnrc tional Materials

A unit on area was prepared by the researcher and tested

during the pilot phase of the study. I-esson plans, student

handouts, practice sheets rquizzes, and nanipulative devices

were all designed by the researcher. Ideas for prelnring

the unit were obtained from a monograph on Area published by

the University of the West Indies (Broomes, undated).

The learning sequenee suggested in the lesson plans

were based on cooperative learning techniques developed by

Slavin and his associates at the John Hopkins University

(19?B). Aspects of both the TGT (Teams-Games-Tournarnents)

and STAD (Student- Teams-Achievements- Divisions). technigues

wer€ incorporated in the instn¡ction. See Appendices A-D

for details,

Manig¡lative Materials

The following manipulative devices were utilized in the

study.. Appendix A provides details on how these materials

were used.

1. Colored circular discs approximately Jcm in diameter.

2, Colored square shapes, with sides Z.Jcm each.

3. Square-centimetre transparency grids.

l+. Colored, transparent geometric shapes - these included
squares, rectangles and their combinations.

entfns

The 2O-item pretest-posttest instmment was designed by
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the researcher according to test speeifications appropriate

for the grade-leveI. Appendix E gives the table of specific-
ations. Items were cLassified under three levels of the

cognitive dornain applicabJ-e to mathematics education (adapted

fìrom the Caribbean Examinations Council, 1977), Tho levels

were classified as lnrowled.ge, comprehension/application and

problem solving. Appendix F gives definitions of each level.

flre complete instnrment is presented in Appendix G.

Scorins of items

f'he total possible score on the pre/posttest was 20,

with each item scoring L point. The following n¡1es were

applied in marking the test.

-For multiple choice items, there was no ambiguity since
answers were either right or wrong; this applied to
items 1, 2, 5,

-In completion-t¡pe items, only the correct answer
was accepted, except for the items requiring estimation
of the aieas of curved regions (1S, l-5). Responses
were required to fall within +2cm'about the correct
answer.

-In question(6), one point was earned only if all parts
were correct.

-fn items requiring students to draw figures, students
were not penalized if a straight edge was not used.

c f te t validi

Content val-idity is concerned with the extent to which

the test measures a representative sample of the domain of

tasks under consj-deration (Gronlund' 1981). In assemblir:g

the test, a table of specification^s (Appendix E) was designcd

by the researcher to ensure that the items sampled the content
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in the manner prescribed,

To dete¡rnine the content validity of the test, assistance

fÞom experts in the field of mathematics education was sought.

I\,vo aspects of content validity were considered¡

-Matching items with objectives

-Classifying items according to the appropriate level
of the cognitive domain.

An instrrrment was developed by the researcher with the

above trvo objectives under consideration (Appendix F). Four

persons were consulted and three instruments were returned.

Ihe results w€re as follov¡s:

-Matching items with objectives : 97% agreement with
researcher I s specifieations .

-Classif¡ring items according t.o the appropriate level
of the cognitive domain I 87% agreement with researcher.

The percentage agreement by cognitive leve1 is indicated

belo';¿.

Iftowledge 1OO/o- agte'ement
Comprehension/Application 71ft agteement
ProËlem Solvihg-- 96% agreement

Inconsistencies could have occurred in the comprehension/

appl-ication level because of unfamiliarity with the studentsf

leveIs of reasoning. A few items at this leve1 were

classified as problem solving by some consultants. lVhen

}crovrledge and comprehension/application items were lumped

together, the percentage agreement turned out to be BI/",

Proc edures for de:be'rrnini¡trß #, liab!.Litv

lhe split-half technique for estimating the internal

eonsistency of the test items was deemed appropriate for
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deterrnining test reliability. This method consisted of
dividing the test into tr¡¡o haLves and treating the odd items

and even items as though they constitute separate tests
(Popham, 19Bl). The Spearman-Brov¡n forrnula was used to

estimate reliability of the full test.
The data for computing reliability was obtained during

the pilot. Using the above technique, the adjusted reliability
coefficie nt was 0.87.

Desisr _and Analvsis

E¿pgrilnr: ntal DS,s iFn

iihen randomization is not possible, Cook and Campbell

(1979) recommend that quasi-experirnental techniques be

e'mployed. Quasi-experimental designs meet the following
thrc€ requirements (Kenny, 1975),

1. There must be tu¡o treatment conditions.

2. There must be pretreatment and posttreatment measur€.s.

3, Ihere must be an explicit model that projects over time

the difference betv,reen the tr¡¡o treated groups given no

treatment effect.
The third requirement is cnrcial to quasi-experinental

research. Ihc absence of r"andomization eould cause groups to

be statistically non-equivalent at the start, and treatment

effe cts ca¡rnot be readily detected. This raises the conc€rTt

for intarnal validity of the experimentrthat is, to what degree

will differences be,tween the pretest and posttest scores be

attributable to manipulation of the independ.ent variablc?
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Since non-random assignment results in differences between

the treaùnent groups, even in the absence of arly treatment

effect, probLems arise in the statisticaL analysis of this
design. This biased assignment in quasi-experiments creates

a treatment-pretest confounding for which different statistical
techniques adjust,

ÐesjErr_ fo_r the stu.dy

The design employed in this study is the non-equivalent

control group design with pretest and posttest. Time is
brought into the design to project the amount of difference

between the treatment groups. This design is generally

interpretable provided that the pattern of results reflects

the assumptions of the statistical nodel. (Cook & Campbe1l,

1979; Kenr¡r, 1975), Ihe design is diagrammed below.

01 T1 02

ot rz oz

where 0l - pretest measure îl - lbeatment f
OZ: posttest rneasure TZ - beatnent II

Itr¡11- Hvpot"hesiÊ

In this design, the magnitude of the difference between

the two treatment groups is assessed by the treatment-effect

correlation. The treatment variabl-e is a dummy (coded I for
treatment I, O for treatnent II) which is comelated

se¡nrately with the pretest and posttest. Íhe null hypothesis

to be tested is

Tf^,, f,z
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where frrr ís the correLatÍon between fbeatment Variable and

the pretest i fxra ís the comeLation between the fbeatment

Variabl-e and the posttest,

Assunptions of _!¡g desigTt

In order to statisticalJ.y interpret the results of this
design, an assu¡nption refemed to as the fan-spread assumption

is upheld (Campbell, cited in Kenrgr, L975). fire fan-spread

h¡¡pothesis can be explained diagramatically.

{ t

Pr¿t¿sf Postfest

Figure 2, fb.n Spread Pattern

As ilLustrated in Fig. 2, both groups start off at the

pretest with different meansi associated with this mean

difference is a difference in matr¡ration, The fan-spread

hypothesis assumes specifieally:

(a) those with the higher mean mature at a greater rate than

those wl.th the lower mean

(b) increasing variabil-ity within groups accompanies increasing

mean difference.
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lfunitations of the Peslsn

In gener^al, quasi-experimental designs do not control

for (Cook & Carnpbell, L9?9)t

1. Differential statistical regression : tlrrs is more 1ike1y

to occur when (a) the mean of the sample differs greatly

fbom the population r¡ean (b) the test - retest reLiability of

the instn¡ment is low.

2, Selection - history interaction : this occurs when events

other than the treatrnent affect either one of the groups.

3. Instrumentation :when'.an effect might be due to a change

in the measuring instnrment between pretest and posttest and

not to the treatments differential in¡nct.
4, Selection - maturation interaction : this occurs when

treatrnent groups are maturing at different speeds because of

different baelçgrounds.

Ttre method used in this study did not attempt to control

for the first two threats¡ differential statistical regression

and selection - history interaction. The use of identical
pre- and.posttest and standard marking procedures exercised

some control- over the threat of instn¡mentation. Ihe

statistical- node of analysis controls for selection-rnaturation

by assuming the fan-spread h¡pothesis' Although this
h¡4pothesis has not been empirical.ly val.idated; it has been

found to be appJ.icabJ-e to results of experiments in the social

sciences (Kenr¡r, I975r.
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StatisticaL Analvsis

lhe appropriate statistical technique for this study is
standardized change seore analysis, recommended by Kenrry (IgZ5),

In this technique, pretest and posttest scores are selnrately
standardized and correl-ated with the treatment variable (a

duruny variabLe coded I for treatment I, 0 for treatment II).
The equality of the treatment-effect correlations was tested

by a test equivalent to a t-test developed by Hotelling (cited

in D¡n¡r & Clark, 1969, L97I). Appendix H gives the relevant

formulae for the analysis.

hoc e dure

Pilot Studv

The purpose of the pilot study was to try out and refine
material-s for the actual study and to collect data for
estimating reliability of the pretest/posttest instrument.

It was conducted during the period December 5-9thr'IgB3. in an

elementary school in Winnipeg, The school consisted of tvro

grade six classes, and the researcher arranged meetings with

the teachers two weeks before the study to make arrangements

for its implementation.

The classroom setting, materials and instnrment were

sirnilar to the ones used in the actual study; however, teachers

were asked to provide feedback on the materials. lheir
comments, BS weLl as the researcherts own obserr¡a.tions proved

to be extremely helpf\ll in refining the materiaLs.

ltris experience specifically enabled the researcher to:
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-Select content that was appropriate and relevant to
the grade 6 Level.

-Obserr¡e the nanner in which the lesson plans were
lmp3-emented and make the necessary changes.

-Observe the type of responses received by the teachers
and refine the teaching strateg¡¡.

-Record the timing of the lessons and devise means by
which time couLd be saved.

-Rafine the instnunent by selecting appropriate content
and revising the clarity of the items.

-Obtain data for estimating reliability of the instmment.

lhe Studv

A copy of the proposal was submitted to the Ethics

Review Committee attached to the University of Manitoba for
approval. After approval was granted, .several School

Divisions were contacted and ar¡ agreement was made with one

of them in December to conduct the study in January.

Meanv¡hile, copies of the proposal were sent to the

school by the director of the School Division. 'This allowed

the teachers an opportunity to become familiar with the major

aspects of the study.

Dring the third week in January, the researcher met

with the principal and the three grade six teachers of the

school to explain the prpose of the study. The major

objective of this meeting was to obtain general infonnation

about the .parti-cipants so that preliminary preparations for
the study could be made by the researcher. A nurnber of

questions were raised by the teachers and were clarified by

the researcher. Tt¡e complete J.earning package was presented
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with demonstratlons on how the materials were to be used,

Each grade six teacher received a set of the instructional
nateriaLs which were to be used during four day period.

This ¡nckage consisted of four lesson plans, four practice

sheets and quizzes, manipulative materials and student handouts.

Teachers were asked to go through the material,over the

followirrg two days and record concerns to be r^aised at a

subsequent neeting.

0n Thursday 26th January, teachers again met with the

researcher. [!hey reported that the naterial seemed to be quite

clear and relatively easy to manage, Ihey felt that they w€re

ready to begin the study. At this point it was necessary to

deter:nine how the treatments were to be distributed. Since

all three grade six teachers wished to partici¡nte, and only

two treatments were required, a decision had to be made as to

which treatment shoul-d be repeated, [l¡is was done by flipping
a coin - the result favored the individual reward condition.

A dr"aw was then made to assign each class to either treatment

I (group reward condition) or treatment II (individual

reward condition). The results were as fol-lows.

Teacher I (male) - Tbeatment I
Teacher II (male ) - tbeatment II
Teacher IIf (female) - lbeatment II

The fol-lowing tabl-e (fa¡te 3) gives the time schedule

for the study.
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SabLe 3

TÍme ScheduLe for Study

Day Date Activity

I
2

3

4

5

6

26th

30th

3lst
lst
2nd

3rd

January

.January

.January

.February

February

Febnrary

hetest
Lesson ï
Iæsson ïI
Lesson IïI
Ï,eSSOn IV

Posttest

Adrninisterine the- pre tgst
On Ihursday 26th January the pretest was administered to

individual- students in all three grade six cl-asses. Students

sat in their norrnal positions separate desks' facing the

chalkboard - and were supervised by their class teachers. A

forty-ninute period was aLloted for the test.

Assie,r¡ins students to soups

After administerirrg the pretest, students were assigned

to heterogenous abiJ-ity groups using the folJ-owirrg procedure

for each class.

f.. A c1ass rank List was used to deterrnine the ability levels.

Students in the upper quartile were designated high-ability,
students in the lower quartiJ.e were designated low-ability'
students between the upper quartile and Lower quartile were

desigrrated nedium ability.
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2, Four students were assigned to a group - one high¡ oDê low,

and trvo mediun ability shrdents. Girls and boys were equally

represented in the rna jorÍW of groups. Extra students were

distributed so that certain groups comprised five students;

in such groups the extra student was of medium ability. Ihe

breakdown of the elasses by group size is indicated in Table 4.

Iable 4

Division of cl¿sses by groups

Class No. of groups No. of groups
with 4 students with J students

'îota1 No.
of students

ï

IÏ
IIT

5

l+

4

2

3

3

3o

3I

3I

Teachers were asked to maintain the seating arr€rngements

until the study was completed. The purpose of the cl-assroorn

reorganization was explained to the sh¡dents. Ieachers told
their g¡pils that they were trying out a new technique to

teach the rnathematics unit .tArea", which was scheduled for
the following week.

lbeatlrent .Condi ti ons

Both treatment groups were exposed to the same unit but

taught by separate teachers (Teachersl and II). Teachers

used identieal lesson planso handouts, practice sheetsoquizzes

and manipulative materials. Itre r¡nit lasted for a period of
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four days, eaeh lesson followed a standard format, the sequence

was as foLlows (See Appendix A).

1. Introduction - this was usual ly teacher initiated through

questioning, introductory remarks, and a review of the previous

dayrs lesson. Ibom the second lesson onward, results of
quizzes were discussed. and. students or teams were reinforced.

2. tivitv Sess ion - this took the forrn of group work, withAc

students responding to questions on a handout (Appendix B) or

through teaeher directions. Maniprlative materials were

usually involved in this session ar¡d the teacher assumed the

role of counsel-l-or, moving around to groups to render assistance.

3 , Practice Session - each day a practice sheet was handed out

to individual students to be completed either independently

or with assj-stance fbom group members. The practice sheet

covered all the skill¡ or principles l-earnt during the dayts

lesson.
l+. Quiz - at the end of each session, a quiz was administered

to individual str¡dents. Students were instn¡cted to complete

the quiz independently; group members usually sat alnrt for
the quiz (Appendix G).

Difference:s between the fbeat¡nent Conditions

Itre key difference between the two treatrnents was the

nar¡ner in which the rewards and reinforcements were allotted.
AJ-though there was considerable interaction in both groups,

the cultivation of team spirit and competition was enphasized

onJ-y in the group reward condition. Students in the individual
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reward condition were not compeJ.led to work cohesively or

competitively.

Ibeaünent Con_dition I -¡ Gr_oup Reula.rd t_begrtrnenJ

Tfiis group was taught by Teacher I. At the beginning of

the unit (Oay f ), str¡dents were briefed on the ob jectives of

the four-day project. The importance of group efforts was

emphasized and students were inforrned of the intergroup

competition to be exercised.

Drring the activity and practice sessions, students

were instnrcted to consul-t team members for assistance. In

instances where a problem could not be solved by ar¡y group

member, the teacherts advice was sought. Teams were addressed

by their team names (selected by group merubers) and the teacher

rendered group-praise to teams when a task was well done.

At the begirTning of each sessionrwhen the-previous dayrs

quizzes were returned, high scoring tearns were cheered by the

entire class while lower scorirrg teams were prompted and

encouraged to persist. Any marked improvement on the part

of a particular group was also mentioned and positively

re inforced.

Selnrate folders we're prepared for each team. 0n the

outside cover, the team na.me and members t names were written

together with the team score which was recorded daily. The

team score was obtained by addÍng individuaL scores on the

quiz. Ctrmulative scores were also calculated daily, and

reported at the beginnirrg of each session'
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At the end of the unit, the group with the highest

cumulative score was nÂmed the winning group. Each member

received prizês - pictures pLaques with their ne.mes printed

at the back.

fbeatment Condition TI -: Individual Reward fbeatment

This group was taught by teacher TI. Students were also

briefed ort the nature of the exercise. Individual effort was

encouraged by inforrning students of the prize distributions
at the end of the unit. Ihe top three perforrning students

were to receive rewards.

Dring the activity and practice sessions r rlo attempts

were made to prevent students flom consulting group mernbers

for assistance. Students therefore engaged in discussion with

peers, but this occurred naturally and was not prompted by the

teacher. Individual praise was given to students when a task

was well-done.

In reporting the results of the quizzesr the student with

the highest score was congratulated by the teacher and

applauded by the class. Other students were al-so cheered

for outstanding perforrnance, Each group received se¡nrate

folders on which was recorded the name of the g?oup, names of

each student in the group and scores of individual student

on the quizzes,

Itre students receiving the highe'st cuÍtulative seore

were awarded prizes at the end of the exere ise-'- pieture

plaques were presented to the first three students.
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Administ-erins of Posttest

Ihe posttest was administered on trfiday Jrd Febnrary to

individuaL students. Classrooms were reorganized so that

students occupied their previous positions (same as for the

pretest). leachers again supervised the test, allowing &O

ninutes for completion.

0btaininE itative Data

The method of col-lectir¡g data with regard to student

perceptions of the unit and teacher-inErt characteristics

will be reported in this section.

Studelr.t_Pe.]nceptions

At the end of the exercise, students were asked to

respond to two questions posed by the researcher for the

pnrpose of obtaining qualitative feedback. Each student was

given a blank sheet of paper and was asked to respond in

one paragraph to each of the following questions (questions

were written on the chalkboard).

ouestion 1: lhat did vou like about the unit?

Qgres-ti.on 2: 'lihat did vou-dislike. ab-out 3he l¡$it?
Students were allowed a maxim¡m of 20 minutes to respond;

teachers supervised the exercise and returreed the sheets to

researcher.

Teacher 0bservations

lltre object of this exerci.se was to assist the researcher

in deierminirrg 'the extent to which.the treat¡nents differed with

regard to teaching style or other characteristics of the
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teacher. 0r to what extent were the J-earning experiences

different? Ihrough the use of identical lesson pl,ans,

teachers followed the same Learning sequence, used the same

practice sheets, quizzes and manipulative natería1s. Hence,

some control was exereised on methodology. However, in
recognition of the spontaneity of the Learning situation

and the limitations of experimental research in analysing

the teacherfs impact in such a siü¡ation, the researcher

sought to observe the setting with the intent of identifying
teacher-inptrt charaeteristics which may influence student

learning. Since this aspect of the study was exploratory'

unstn¡ctured obsen¡ations were made.

Dtrring the four-day exercise, the researcher sat at the

back of the classroom and observed the entire proceedings.

Sínce lessons were divided into four sections-- j.ntroduction,

activity, practice, quiz - and each section was characterized

by a specific teacher-activityr the researcher was able to

obser¡¡e specifie teacher behaviors (See Appendix A for

sequence of activities during the lessons). The data coll-ected

will be diseussed in the analysis section.
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Analysis of Data

Results of the study and analysis of d"t" "", 
presented

in this Chapter. Data relating to the quantitative aspect of

the study and results of the statistical- analysis are first
reported. Ihis is followed by a descriptive report on

teacher observations and an analysis of these findings.

tr'inaIly students I perceptions are reported verbatim and

these responses were summarized using a category system

discussed in the section.

Quantitative Analvsis

Results on student achievement in relation to research

questions I & 2 will be presented in this section.

Resul-ts on student achievement

The treatment means and standard deviations, denoted b¡r

I and s respectively, for the pre- and posttest are presented

in Table 5. The items were divided into two subsets, problem

sol-ving (P.S. ) and lorowledge & comprehension/application

(K & C/A). lbeatment f refers to the group reward condition,

and Treatrnent II refers to the individual reward condition.

Í.,o represents pretest means, 1r. represents posttest means.
L¿-L)

Ítre total possible scores were,

B for P.S. neans

12 for K & C/A means

20 for overall means
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Íbble 5

Means & Standard Devlation of Treatment Groups

Cognitive
Level

lreatnent I fireatment II
xtz irr irr-ir3 Ír, Ítl lrr-lrj

P. S.
I
ê

3,25

1. ¿t

6,29

T,2

5.36

1. 83

2.503,04 2.86

J-72

K &, c/A
x

s

9,57

2.06

TL.39

o.7g

T.B2 8.7r

l, 94

10.96

o.g2

2,25

4.2 50veralL

The above table indicates that regardless of the item-
leve1, there was a positive increase in mean difference for
both treatment conditions, Ihe overall mean differences were

almost identical for both groups (4.86 &, t+.?5).

For Treatrnent II, the mean differences were almost

equally distributed among the two cognitive levels (2.50 A

2.25), Ttris was not so for Treatment I, the ratio being

approximately 624, in favor of the problem solving means.

lb'ble 6 gives the percentage increase in neans by 1evel

of item.

X

s

L2.82

2.gr

r7 .68

r.36

4,86 rr.57
2.69

].6,32

2.45
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Iable 6

Percentage Increase in Means by Item Level

lbeatment P.S. (%) K e, c/^ (%)

I 63

53

37

47IÏ

lFttern .of RersuLts: tes-i of f-an_ slread hvpo_Lhgsis

When treatnent means on pre and posttests were graphed

the following patterns emerged.
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Figure 3. Gr"aph of overall pretest-posttest means



Prctest Posttest

Figure 4, Graph of P.S.
pretest-posttest means
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The above figures indicate that the fan-spread hypothesis

was upheld for both the overall means and the problem solving

means. The lnttern of results obtained for the l(nowledge &,

Conprehension/Application means did not fit the fÞn-spread

model and the statistical technique of change-score analysis

coul-d not be applied to this set of data.

For the overall means (Fig. 3), the growth rate of

students in Treatment I was only very slightly greater than

that of students in Tbeatment II. Ttre overall increase in
mean difference being 0.11. For the problem solving means

(fig, 4), the difference in growth rate was slightly more

pronounced (increase in mean differencê s 0,54).

Therefore, while both classes were improving their
overall scores at the same rate, it seemed as though students

who received group rewards were increasing their problem
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solving abiJ.ity at a faster rate than those who received

lndividual rewards.

Statjsticgl AIplvsis

Ihe rnethod of standardized ctange score analysis was

applied to two sets of data; the means for the overall set

of items (depicted in Fig. 3) and the means for problem solving

items (r'ig. 4). Statistical for"mulae used in this section

are provided in Appendix H.

Analysis of data for overal-l treatment means Ihree

comelation coefficients were se¡nrately computed fbom the

data set. The values are given in tbble 7,

rIZt pretest - treatment correlation coefficient

rra3 posttest - treatment comelation coefficien
J-)

r.zt pretest - posttest correlation coeffÍcient

îable 7

Correlation coefficients for data on
overall treatment r¡eans

Correlation Coefficients Value

tLz

"tj
'23

0.11

0,22

0.38
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NuIl ]tvpo_bhesjs. The lfull Hypothesis tested the equality

of the treatment effect correlations.

HOt t îIZ= "lj 
(for overall means)

lhese correlations were differenced and entered into a

forrnula developed by Hotelling (Appendix H) for a t-test of

significance. fhe resulting t value was compared with the

(1- x/Z) point of the students' t distribution with (n-3)

degrees of fbeedom. Ihe level of significance was set at

0.05; this generated a critícal t-value of approximately 2.0t..

The t-value obtained for the data was 0.76, which was

considerably less than the value required for significance.

Tfierefore the null hypothesis was found to be tenable, that is
the treatrnent effeet correlations for overall means did not

differ significantly.

Analvsis of data for ]frôb1em solving items . Problem

sulving scores for each student were extracted from the data.

Pretest and posttest problern solvirrg scores were selnrately

standardized and the appropriate correlation coefficients

obtained. Table I gives the results.

Nu11 thesis . A sinilar statistical test was

perforrned testing the hypothesis.

HOz z ty2 = rtj (for P.S. means)

Again the o< Level was set at 0,05. The t-value obtained

- ì - -- rr---- 4L - ^-: J-: ^^ I .L --^.l..^ I Ò nf \was u.9) wnlcn was IeSs unalr ulte u¿'¿ l,¡uér- 9-vé-LuE \<. I Vr./

necessary for significance.
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Ibble B

Correlation coefficients for data on
hoblem-Solving treatment means

CorreLation Coefficients Value

'Lz
"t3
'23

0. 13

0.30

0,04

fherefore the treatment effect correlations for probl-em-

solving items did not differ significantly. Table 9

summarizes the resul-ts of both analyses.

Table 9

t-values for data on overall & P.S. neans

Means 0btained
t-vaIue

Cbitical t( .r*tr, )
Decision

0vera11 Means o,76 2,0I HOt tenable

P.S. Means o,93 2.0I HOZ tenabLe

Hence, the results indicated that for both data sets

(overall means and problem solving means) there were no

significant differences beù¡¡een the treatments on achievement.
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gualita.tive A¡eLvsis

In this sectÍon research questions (3) and (4) are

examined. Data wÍth regard to the teacher's role, and

studentst perceptions of the unit are reported. These areas

are dealt with separately and findings are analysed to

identif)r teacher-input characteristics (from teacher observations )

and to derive implications for educational practice (from

student feedback).

QFtg on tea.cherts ro]e

Ihe object of this section was to record certain

observations on each classroom as perceived by the researcher.

No attempts were made to docurnent all instnrctional procedures

since these were outlined in the lesson plan (See Appendix A).

However, comments on the extent to which it was implemented

were necessary. Specific characteristics of each teacher or

personal teaching styJ-e will be described se¡nrately'

leaeher I (r'r.oup-rewa.rd-cgndjti,onl

Teacher I coul-d be described as fliendly, casual and

r:nderstanding, he also exhibited a fair amount of enthusiasm.

Ttris teacher claimed to be r¡nfarniliar with this topic and

followed the Lesson plans cJ-oseJ.y, Students were given a

fair amount of freedorn and at times it was difficult to

controL the noise leveL or command their attention. They

often volt¡¡¡teered interesting comnents and asked appropriate

quesiio¡.1s. Irr responding to their Ínsightf\rl remarks, this

teacher occasionAlly encountered probJ.ems because of
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unfamiliarity with the topic.
Since this was the group-reward condition, students were

encouraged to help eaeh other; they responded enthusiastically.

Seeking help flrom others and givirrg help to others occumed

fbequently in this cl-assroom. During the activity and practice

sessions, Ieacher I rendered assistance to both individuals
and groups, It appeared as though more group help was given

than individual help because of the higher frequency of group

requests. However, the relative fbequencies were not recorded,

,Îea_cher I_I (individual gewa,rd cglrd-itjo¡rì

Teacher II was also the vice-principal of the school.

His teaching style was very individualistic and he had

probelms in rigidly impLementing the Lesson plans. Although

he followed the suggested sequences, he incorporated some of

his own ideas which were based on his experiences with his

students. His irnprovisi-ons were appropriate and added

spontaneity to the lesson.

This classroon was generally quiet and well under control,

students were attentive but slightly subdued. Teacher Iffs
explanations were very clear and he generally handled student

responses well. His approach was formal and he demanded a

lot fbom his students. Assistance was rendered mainly to

individuals since group requests were few, Students were

not prevented from helping each other and this took place

occassionally.
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Analvsis of find on teacherts role

trlom the above observations' the researcher pinpointed

three teacher-input characteristics which can be f\¡rther

explored to deterrnine their impact on students t learning in

manipulative settings .

Helpine behavior leachers were giving explanations to

individuals and to gtroups. 'vVould students benefit more fbom

group or individual help?

Classroom ement skills. Ihe teacherrs ability to

exercise eontrol and gain attentive behavior on the part of

students. Would students in a more forrnal or restricted
setting derive differential learning benefit when compared

with students in a less for:nal or relaxed setting?

Personalitv c racteristics. To what extent does teacher

personality affect the implementation of a suggested lesson

plan? \tould different personality traits affect students'

learrring differentially.

Stud_ents I .Perceptions

In order to gein some insight into the affective outcomes

generated by the treatments, tr¡ro questions were posed to

students,

What did vou lik e about the unit?

What did vou dislike about the unit?

Students were Ínstnrcted to write two ¡nragraphs (one

for each question) in response to the above questions.

Responses were coded and categorized according to the aspect
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of the unit described. In reportlng the tlikesr, the

fo}lowing categories were included¡

(1) Comments on the group-aspect of the exercise.

(2') Comments on the instnrctional rnaterials (worksheets,
practice sheets, quizzes) and manipr,rlative devices.

(3) Comments on personal benefit of the exercise.

(¿l) MisceLlaneous comments

(5) Comments on the inter-group competition aspect of the
exercise (only for Treatment I).
0n1y a few students had dislikes I in treatment f and

? in treatrnent II - hence, all the dislikes were reported,
'un-categorised. The results for both treatments are

se¡nrately Presented. .

fbeatment I

Comments on Question I - \that did you like about the unit?

(1) Comments on the group-aspect of the exercise.

-','je were able to help each other so that others
understand and can do as well as us.

-It was very challenging to help eaeh other.

(2) Comments on the instructional materials and
manipulative devices.

-It was fun tryir¡g to answer questions on the sheets.
-I liked playing with the pieces of plastic.
-I enjoyed working on the practice sheets and quizzes.
-I loved using the squares and circles.

-It was kind of f\¡n to work as a group.
-If I didntt understand somethitlg my group would help.
-I like who I was sitting with.
-I liked working together.
-I liked getting help fbom my friends and also I
liked to help my fÞiends,

-I Liked working with partners.
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0) Comments on the personal benefit of the exercise.

-I Learrrt something I didnrt larow much about.
-ft was neat to do because ltve never done it before,
this is a real good way to measure area.

-f liked how much I learrred.
-It was new and challenging at some po5-nts.
-It was interestirrg and f\¡n.
-ft was different,- we got away fïom a workbook.
-f Learnt what g¡¡ ' ¡¡eBDt.
-It was a good thing to learrr before you go to
Junior High.

(4) Miscellaneous comments,

-It was a super unit I

-I hope to do something like this again.
-I donrt Ï¡row why, but I loved it.
-I think this should go on for a long time.

(5) Comments on the inter-group conpetition.

-It was fun having contests and naming groups.
-I liked the groups competing with each other.
-[1y group kept getting on top.
-It was ft¡n to see who could get the most points.

Corunents on Question 2 - What did you dislike about the unit?

-It was different, it took a lot of tj.me.
-Everyone was trying to beat each other.
-It can be conf\rsing at times.
-When Itm tryins to work, every.body is bugging me.
-I díd not dislike ar¡rbhing.
-It is sometimes hard to Learrl,
-I donrt like when people teIl me the answers, and
when people at my table talk and make me put wrong
answers.

-If you miss some of it, it is hard to catch up.
-I get too excited when I want to ]saow who is winning.
-If you mâke mistakes and your group got it all right
it affects your group marks.

-VJe get too much exercises and practiees when I
already lsrov¡ how to do it.

-It was boring, answer questions,thatts it.

lbea.trneFt-II

Comments on Question I - Vihat did you like about the unit?
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(1) Comrnents on the group-aspect of the exercise.

-I liked how groups were put together.
-I Liked doing the practice sheets with the group.
-It was not hard because we worked in groups.
-I liked the way we were able to share our answers
and discuss them to ¡nake sure they were the same.

(2) Comments on the instn¡ctional materials and
manipulative devices.

-I liked
-r liked
-1 J_1KeO

-I liked

al-l the quizzes and work sheets.
the way the questions were made.
using the graph paper and shapes.
counting the squares, and fittirrg them

(3)

on the diagrams,
-I liked hovr the lessons were set up.
-I liked the quizzes because it tests you on what
you know.

-I liked the transparencies and shapes.
-I liked the test every day and the way how the
sheets were set up.

;The things I liked were the squares, circles and
odd shapes and all the ns,terials,

-I liked working with graph paper.

Comments on the personal benefit of the exercise.

-I liked it because you did not get homework.
-I liked it because I was forced to do it.
-I liked the way we did it instead of-doing it out of
a textbook,

-Now I l¡row how to do cm 
t.

-I liked how we found the area of triangles and
other shapes.

-It was f\¡n to l-earrr area because f didnrt larow
anything about it,

-It is a better way to learrr than to just have it
thrown at you.

-I was surprised at the rnarks I got.
-It was easier and more f\¡n than watching the
teaeher on the board. .

-It is fl¡n because you get to see how well you
follow directions.

(4) Miscellaneous Comments.

wish we couLd this again.
was more challerrging than fractions.
was interesting.
was a different way to Leartt.

t
t
t

-ï
-ï
-T
-I
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-I think we should do this type of maths all the time.
-I Liked everything, this is good for the mind.
-I thought it was f\¡n.

Comments on Question 2 - What did you dislike about the unit?

-ll¡e tests were kind of hard.
-T disliked the groups,
-I disliked moving my desk.
-Some of the questions were hard to figure out.
-f didnrt like the group I was in,
-I disliked the dotted paper,
-I did not like the way we didntt get to choose
our own group.

AnaLvsis of Student Responses

Summary of responses to Question I - What did you like about

the unit?
Students under both reward stn¡ctures enjoyed the unit

considerably. This was demonstrated by the higher fbequency

of rlikest overrdislikest. Ihey particularly enjoyed

exchanging ideas, helping each other and checking responses

durirrg group activities, these aetivities appeared to be more

enjoyable in the group-reward condition. \{orking with the

manipulative materials was aLso described as an interesting
and satisfying experience. Students expressed the desire to
participate in such activities on a more regular basis. They

felt that they had derived enornous learning benefit from the

exercise, and were better able to appreciate and understand

the meaning of the concept.

Some interesting eomments relating to the affective
outcomes were received especially firom students in Treatment

If. It appeared as though students werc tired of text-book
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exercises and bLack-board approaches and the novelty of the

approach was found to be appealing.

Some students in lbeatrnent I also derived enjo¡rment

fbom the lnter-group-competition, .expecially if their group

was on top.

Summary of responses to Question fI - What did you dislike
about the unit?

Seventy seven percent of the sample had no dislikes, A

sma1l nunber of the students complained about the difficulty
level of the quizzes or the questions on the handouts. Four

students in Treatment II did not like their group or the idea

of working together; no students in Treatment I expressed

similar concerns.

Ihe inter-group-competition was disliked by a few students

(this was only applicable to lreatment I). These students

expressed anxiety over winning or feelings of failure when

they disappointed their group. In this lreatrnent, a couple

of students felt that other group members occasionally

distracted their independent efforts.



Chapter 5

Su¡nmary, Conclusions and Implications

In this chapter, a brief summary of the study is presented

together with a discussion of the results and conclusions. In

addition, implications and recommendations for cLassroom

practice are provided as well as suggestions for fi¡rther study.

Summarv

Cognitive psychologists and n¡athematics educators have

long argued for the inclusion of manipulative materials in
the mathematics classroom. These recommendations have prompted

numerous investigators to engage in experi¡nental research in
the area. So far, studies have addressed one major question:

would an approach using manipulative materials be more

beneficial than one without materials in teaching a selected

mathematics concept or topic? Such studies have been directed

to students of various grade-levels, socio-econoriric qnd

cul-tural backgfounds. A variety of manipulative devices have

been used in instructional settings which differed with regard

to several variables.

Results fÞom empirical research on the above question are

sti1l not conclusive. In a comprehensive literature review

on the subject, Suydam & Higgins (l-977) appealed to researchers

to redirect their efforts. Such efforts should concentrate

on identification of factors which may be critical to the

instn.ctionaL setting. Ftrther, these factors should bc
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systematically varied to deterrnine specific conditiolr,swhÍch

rnay be conducive to manipulative settings. Suydam & Higgins

(L977) aLso expressed the need for clear docurnentation of

instructional procedures which would enable replication and

f\¡rther refinement of research in the area.

Ihis investigation sought to resolve the above problems

by adopting the foLlowirrg procedures. Firstly, some assumpt-'

ions were made as to what factors may be critical in this

typu of setting. Having done sor one factorr the reward

strrrcture was selected for systematic variation. Ï\¡ro reward

stn¡ctures were investigateds cooperative and individualistic.
Secondly, instructional procedures were deterrnined by the

researcher through the development of standard curriculum

mate.rials. Observational data was also collected to identify
possible teacher-input characteristics which may have

influenced student loarning.

The study also eollected data on students'- perceptions of

the unit, These responses were used to provide evaluative

feedback on the exerci-se and to generate implicatj-ons for

educational practice.

Results. Conclusi ns and Discussion

Ihe study addressed four research questions. Results

and conclusions with regard to each question will be presented.

Researcþ Qu.estion 1. Would students in manipulative settings

who work under a cooperative reward structure show greater
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achievement on the concept of area than students who work

under an individualÍstic reward stn¡cture?

Ihere is no evidence fron this study to support the

conclusions of previous research by Johnson et al. attesting

to the superiority of a cooperative reward structure over

an individualistic one in prornoti¡'tg academic achievement.

The results from this study indicated that grade 6 students,

ope'rating under both reward stnrctures did not differ
signifieantly in achievement, when they were taught the

concept of area through the use of manipulative materials.

Research Question 2. lVould students working under the above

reward structures differ in achievement on problem solving

ski1ls ?

There is no evidence from this study to support previous

research conclusions advanced by Johnson et 41., which

indicated that cooperative reward structures promoted hlgher

achievement on problem solving tasks than individualistic
efforts. Although, for problem solving items, the mean

difference of students in the cooperative treatment was higher

than that of the students in the individualistic treatment'

these neans did not differ significantly.

R_esearch Question ?. \^/hat teacher-input characteristics, âs

observed by the researcher, may influence student learning?

Based on the researcherrs perceptions of the l-earning

environment, three teacher behaviors were identified as
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important in infl-uencing student behavior and learr:j.ng.

Helpi.rrg Beþavior, It would seem as though students may

derive differential J.earnirrg benefit depending on whether

they receive group or individual- help. Exactly how this

teacher behavior influenced Learning was not investigatcd in
this study.

Classroom llianaeement Skills. ft appears as though

studentsr behavior and perfonnanee are affected by classroom

atmosphere and the leve1 of control exercised by the teache,r

through classroom management skills.
Personality Charaeteristics . Teacher personalit¡r appears

to influence teaching style; hence', behavior and learning rnay

also be affected. This may be especially so when strong

personality traits are involved.

Rgselrr-ch guestioJ'r þ. i'ihat are some of the perceptions of

students on the unit?

Students in both reward conditions expressed immense

en jo¡rment in participating in the exerci.se. They particularly

liked working in groups, manipulating concrete materials and

being actively involved in the learning situation. Some

reservations were noted with regard to the inter-group

compe tition because of fear of fail-ure ,and anxiety.

Conc lusions
fborn the results of this investigation, the following

conclusions were derived.
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1. Reward stn¡cture does not appear to be critical in affecting
grade 6 students J.earning of the concept of area in this
particuLar nanipul-ative setting. It does not appear to

affect either their overalL achievement or their achievement

on problem solving skilIs.
2, Certain teacher-input characteristics appear to be

Ínfluential in affecting student learning in the setting.

Helpirrg Behavior, cJassroom mansgement skills and teacher

personality are particul.arly important.

3, Students working under both reward stn¡ctures enjoyed the

learrrirrg experience through the group activities and

manipulation of concrete naterials.

Discu.ssion

One possible explanation for conclusion (1) lies in the

nature of the tasks. In this study, the tasks did not

necessarily require cooperative effort in the sense that they

couLd have been completed independently. Slavin (f977)

explains why this outcome nay be ¡nssible.
Part of the conft¡sion around the relation
ship of reward stn¡cture to perforroance
nay stem fbon a lack of consistency of
tas}¡and dependent variables across studies.
MilLer and Hamblin(L96J) advanced that
there was an interaction between reward
stn¡cture and task stn¡cture - that
cooperatíve reward stn¡ctures are associ-
ated with greater perfonnance than are
competitive and independent reward stn¡e-
tures when the group task is an inter-
dependent one (i,e. could not be perforrned
by-a single individual), but are associated
with less performance when the task does
not requiré coordination efforts. (p. 635)
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The contribution of the study to research on manipulative

approaches should not be overlooked. Despite evidence from

previous research, that reward stn¡cture is eritical in
promoting general academic achievement over a variety of
subject areas, this study has found that this may not be so

in manipulative settings. Itre study therefore suggests that

the effects of other factors such as material-s, grouping

system, social interaction - could have been more powerful

than that of the reward structure. Since student achievement

improved considerably under both reward structures, the study

indicated that manipulative settings were indeed conducive to

learning this particular concept.

The study assumed that three factors were critical to

instructional settings involving the use of manipulative

materi-a1s. These were: the reward structure, the group

structure, and the teacher's role. Since the group structure

was fixed across both treatments, it was not possible to

deterrnine itrs influence on perforrnance, It is quite possible

that this factor was critical, since evidence from students I

eomments indicated that constn¡ctive peer interaction was

taking place in both classes. More research is therefore

needed to tease out the effects of this factor.

ftre tteacher effectt is also an important variable in
affecting achievement in educational research (Suydam a

Higgins, 1977). The study of this phenonema, however, is not

simple, and would require more advanced techniques in
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qualitative analysís. The documentation of teacher-input

characteristics provided some insight i-nto how teachers may

affect the Learning situation. However, this aspect of the

study was exploratorlr and more research is needed to detemine

exactly how these characteristics affect student learning.

Results on students t perceptions clearly supported

reeommendations of Dewey, Piaget, Bt:ttner and Dienes. ft was

evident that students enjoyed their role as active participants

in the learning situation and derived great learning benefit

flom the experience. Comments like tit ís a better way to

learn than havirrg it thrown at yout and tit was easier and more

f\¡n than watching the teacher on the board! attested to the

superiority of this type of instruction over the norrnal, text-
book type, which is usually implemented.

The study did not analyse studentst comments by ability
or other characteristics, hence, it was not possible to

deter:nine how different students benefitted from the materials-

use, group activities, or other aspects of the unit. llore

research is therefore needed to investigate how the instn¡ction

affected different students.

Implications and Recomm endations

Ihe following implications for educational practice were

derived flom the conclusions of this study.

1. Students can learre mathematics concepts through the use of
--^^¿:--^ !-J:--:1..^'tmanlpulallve oevl_ces unoer el_trne.r' L:uul)eJ..ia u¿vu eI. J-rluJ-v¿Lruér-

istic reward stn¡ctures. Classroom teachers are urged to use
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these devices to assist students ln .the forrnation of abstract

mathematlcal concepts, on a more reguLar basis.

2. Students enjoy working in groups and excharaging ideas

through discussion with peers; süch activities should be

provided nore fbequently" in classroom instn¡ction.

3, Str¡dents enjoy using manipulative materials, they also

felt it assisted their u¡¡derstanding of this particular

eoncept. Hence these techniques should be employed whenever

possible since it is essential that students derive satisfac-

tion and meaning f!.om their learreing experiences. Not only

should teachers strive for accompl-ishing academic achievement,

but they should recogni.ze that affective outcomes of learning

are al-so essential- in the classroom context. Þom the

evidence of str¡dentsf comments on the unit, it is ap¡nrent

that manipulative techniques can foster such outcomes.

S}rsÊlestions fog flr¡ther .Reeearch

l. Webb (L982c), in her anal¡æis of learrring in small

group settings, advanced that aehievement is influenced by

the ¡rature of the group interaction. Reward stn¡cture was

cited as one mediator of interaction, other mediators were

eharacteristics of the group and characteristics of the

individual (See Figure 1). The strrdy could be replicated

investigeting the group stnrcture as a critical' fbctor.

Different gfoup sizes, compostionsror methods of selection

ean be compared to deterrnine their relative effects on
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¡chievenent.

2, tþe study could be replicated using tasks that require

interdependence. Instead of aùninistering individual quizzes'

teams could be assigned group-tasks in which a division of

l¡bor ls required.

3, Fr¡rther research is needed in s¡rstematícaLly obsenring

teacher lnput characteristics and how they affect student

achievement in manilrulative settings. In Inrticular' the

impact of group versus individual help could be systenatically

Ínvestigated to determine its effect on independent

achievement.

4, Í?re study could be improved by introducing a third group

in which no rewards were alloeated. All three groups could

be eomlnred, and the effects of the reward structure teased

out to determine itts possible impact on the entire unit of

instruction.
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L},SSON OBJ},'CTIVES

The student should be able to:

1. Measure and compare areas of geomelric shapes by covering their surfaces
uith objects of the same size and shape.

2. Recognize that the square is the best unit for measurj-ng area.

3. Define the square centimetre (square met¡e) as the area encl-o.seC by a

square v;hose dj-mensions are Ì cm by l- cm ( I n. by I m. ).

b. Knov, uhen it is appropriate to use both the square centimetre and

square metre.

,. Cal-culate the area of simple geometric shapes (souares,rectangì-es anC

their cornbinations) by counting squa¡es on graph centimetre paper.

6. Use square centimetre gr"aph paper to drau'simple geometric shapes of
a given area.

7. Convert triangular regions into thej-r corresponding rectangles and

compute their area.

B. Drau triangl-es of a given area on scuare centimetre graph paper.

9. Usc square cenlimetre graph paper to ca.f cul-ate areas of more conpl-ex

geometric shapes (conbinations of trianglesr squares and rectangl-es).

IC. Recognize that the exact area of a curved shape cannot be readily
determined and use the foLlowing nethod to estimate thei-r areas:

(i) count the number of whole squares enclosed by the region.
(ii) count the number of part squares encÌosed by the region and

find half of this number.
(iii) add the number of r¡,hol-e squares to half the number of part

Square s.

11. Sol-ve problems comparing areas of simplercomplex and curved shapes

using square centimetre graph paper.



LI.SSON PI,AN 101

LlrssoN I INTRODUCING THI. CONC].PT OF ARTil

Obiectivesz Ir2rJrl4

Strateey:

fntroduction: The follov,j-n6 questions coul-d be used to initiate
discussion on area:

V'hat do you understand by the term area?
If you uish to compare the size of two surfacesrhoi', would you do so?

- V'hat can you use to measure area'?

SECTION I

TI"ACH].R ACTIVITY STUD]I NT A CTIVIT'Y MAT'} RIALS

1. Directs students to
refer to page 1 of
handout and discuss
questions in paì-rs.

2. Moves around to snal-I
groups to assist if
necessary.

1. Directs students to
read and respond to
page 2 of handout.

2. Moves around to small
groups to a ssi st i- f
nece ssary.

Summary: Teacher closes section by:

- Asking dif ferenl students to give ansvrers to que stions on hanciout.

- Inj-tiate discussion on the problem of using circles to measure ar€a.

- I stablish that the square is the best ehape to measure area.

SICTION II

IIIEACHI R ACTIVITY STUDT,NT ACTIVITY MATI RIALS

l-. Feads handou t v,i th
partner and discuss
que stions.

2 Llses materi-a1s lo
answer questions.

1. Discuses qucstions
partner.

2. Uses materials to
solve problems on
handou t.

Pa6e I of
handou t.
Colored clr-
cular discs.

Page 2 of
handou t.
Colo red
squares.

^--*---_ - m, _ -r - -ùuriltüar',y; l.caclter cruset; secL!oI) ()y:

- Reinforcing definition of area.
- Establishing that area is measured by using squares of equaÌ size.



TI.JI CHI,R ACTIVÏTY

Directs students to
follou as he,/she reads
the handout.

I

SFCTTON TII

STUD].NT ACTIVITY

Reads handout along
with teacher.

r02

I l

VÀTi,R]ALS

Page 3 ot
han dou t.

2, Il-l-ustrates the slze 2.
of a square mctre.

t. Questions students using; 3.
questions on handout.

4. Ash students to complete' 4.
chart on page 3 of
handou t.

,. l'{oves arouncl to snall
groups to render any
assistance.

Observes and listens.

Fesponds to questions.

Completes chart and
discuses ansv,ers
v'ith group members.

,. Sec ks hel-p i f nec€ ss-
ary.

Surnmary: T'cacher cÌoses entire l-esson by revier'1ng:
- De fini ti-on o f a¡ea.
- Hou area is measureci.

- Definitlon of cm"rand mt.

- V,hen it is appropriate to use each measure.

STCTION IV

PFACTICF AND Ç,UTZ

I. Teacher hands out practice sheet and ask students to complete it in
preparation for quiz.

þþ.: In the exnerlmental grouprstudents shoul-d be reminded that the
quiz v,ill be scored on a group basis. Team spirit shoul-d be encouraged

by suggesting to the groups that they coach each other.
In the control group, students shoul-d be left to work natrual,ly.

Hoteverrthey shoul-d be reminded of the quiz to fo}lou.

2. Administer QUIZ I to lndividual students.
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LF]SSON PI,A,N

LESSON TT - ARTA OF SIMPLT' GIOM]'TRIC SHAPI'S

ObJectivesz 5r6

Strategy:

Introduction: The lesson should begln by:

- Reporting resuLts of Quiz Ircongratulating the highest scoring student
or group. fn the experimental- group, the winnlng team shoul-d be cheered.

- Brj-efly reviev,ing rnain objectives of Lesson f. The foll-ov;ing questions
could be asked:

å. Ho,¡ is area defined? Hor', is it, measu¡ed?

b. Define a square centimetrera souare metre. V.hen would you use each?

ST CTION I

TIA CH]. Iì A CTIVI TY STl]DF]NT ACTIVITY MATT PIALS

1. Distrlbutes materi-a1s
to students.

2. Demonstrates hov, to use
material- to cal-culate
area in soo cm,

3. Ask student to use the
materiaÌ to caLcufate
the aree. of each shape
antl record resul-ts.

4. Ask students to exchange
shapes among group and
compare ansv,ers.

Assists in distri-
bu ting mate rial s.

Obse¡ves and l-ístens.

3. Cal- cula te area s and
record ansv.'ers.

I

2

Square crnli--
met¡e trans-
parencies.
I'nvelope ui th
four colorecl
tran sparen t
shape s.

4. Clarifies or
an sv, ers wi th
members.

con firm s
group

Summary:

Ìeted and

Teacher cfoses 6ection by ensuring that each student has cornp-

understood exercise.

S].CTIO}i II

TIACJJI R ACTIVITY STUD] NT ACTIVITY I.1ATJ I.IALS

l Distribule graph pape¡
to stuclents, asking thcnt
to drav' the fo1lov;ing:
- f different reclangles,

each o f area 2L¡ cm^ .
- a souare of area 25 cm1
- any figure of area ?em',

Attempts the given
exercisesrand com-
pares solutlons v'ith
group members.

Square centl-
ne tre g;raph
paper.

I
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TIACH}R ACTIVTTY

Moves around small
groups to ensure that
students are folì-owing
procedures Çorrectly.

SICTI0N II (continued)

STUDI]NT ACTIVITY

2. Seeks heJ-p i f necess-
ary.

MATi RIALS

2

Summary: Teache¡ cl-oses l-esson by ensuring that all stucients have comp-

pleted exercj-sc.'I'j-me is alloted for any queslions.

S}CTIOI'I ÏIÏ

PRACTICI AND qUTZ

Teacher hands out practice sheel and ask students to complete it in
preparation for quiz. As usual-, eperimental- group shoul-d be remirrded
of the importance ol team effort.

2. Administer Çuiz II to ind:vidual students.

l_
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LI SSON PI,A,I'I

LI SSON III - ARI/I 0F TI-ìIANGLI;S AND COI'iPLIX SHAPI 5

Objectives: 7 tBt9

Strateey:

ïntroduc ti-on: The Lesson should begin by:

- Reporting results of Quiz IÍrcongratuJ_ating studcnt (or group) v.ith
highest score. Also the student (or group) wifh the highcst cumulative
score should be mentloned.

- Briefì-y revievring objectives covered iñ the two previous lessons.
- Presenting the problem of cal-culating the area of a cornpJ-ex shape.

S],CTION I

TT.ACHJ.R ACTIVITY STUDFNT ACTIVITY llATl FiIALS

1. Directs students to
fol-lov,, as he/she ¡eads
page 1 of handout,
questioning to ensure
that cl-ass is partici-
pa ting.

2. Ask students to comp-
lete exercise on page
1 of handout ( conver.t-
ing tri-angular re'gions
to coruesponding rect-
angle s )

TIACIJT R AC'IIVITY

1. lnstructs students to
work in groups to com-
lete page 2 of hand-
^-- ¡UU L.

2. l"loves around t,o give
expl-anations or ask
questions to groups.

.l-. Fo]l-ows along v;ith
teacher, responds to
questions and fills
in solutions on the
ha ndou t.

2 llorks u'ith
members to
exercl se .

group
conpl e t e,

Pagc l- o f
handout.

l'14'Il RIA LS

Page 2 of
handou t.

Sum¡nary: Teacher closes aection by

The area of a trian¿;le is one half
angle or square j- t cornpri se s.

SFCTION II

emphasizing that:

the area of the corr€sponding rect-

STUDENT ACTIVITY

1. Answers questions and
filt out solutions on
handout.

2. Seeks expl-anations or
gives answers to ques-
tion s.
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SICTI0N II (continued)

Sunmary: Teacher closes lesson by:

- Revising how to find the area of a triangle.
- Mentioning that compÌex shape6 can be divided into simpler shapesrand

thelr areas computed by adding the areas of each part.

SF'CTION I I I

P}ìACTIC} AND SUIZ

T Teacher hands out practice
As usualrteam effort is to

Adninister Çuiz TII to individual students.

sheet ,aski-ng students to prepare

be encouraged in the experimental
for quiz.
group.

2
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LT,SSON PI,AN

LESSON IV - AR}tr OF CURVTD SUPFACIìS

0b.j ec tive s: IO r 1I

å!ralsg¿:
Introduction: The lesson should begin by:

- Reporting results of Quiz III, congratulating student (or Sroup) v'ith

highest score and student (or group) with highest cumul-ative score.

- Briefly reviewing objectivea covered in three previ-ous lessons.

- Introducing topic of the day by suggesting to class that the shapes

encountered in the real uorl-d do not a]v,'ays have straight edges.

Students couLd be asked to respond to the question:

t{hat other types of shapes are there ? Give exa.rnp}es.

S].CTIO].l I

T},', CìiT R ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY MATI,RI/, LS

I Read s hancìou t to cla ss,
carefuJ-J-y explaining
each step. The idea of
aprrroxima.ting area mu st
be emphasized.

2. Handout practice sheet
to students and ash
them to apply the steps
to estimate the area of
the curved shapes.

3. Ì'loves around to groups
to ensure that students
are using the method
correctly.

$3ggry.: Teacher cfoses section bY

- The exact area of a curved shaPe

however, it can be aPProximated

- keiterating the four stePs used

region.

1. Fol-Iov;s along v.'ith
teacherr fil-ling in
ansv.ers to ouesti-ons
on handout.

Solves probl-ems on
practice sheet using
exampJ-e on handout
as a guide.

3. Seeks help when
nece6sary¡. and comp-
ares answers uith
group members.

by

to

empha si zing:
cannot be readiì-y deterrninedt

the above method.

examlne the area inside a curved

Handout fcr
lesson iv.

Pra c'"i c e
,Shee I for
l-esson iv.

2

SI,CTION TI

Administe¡ QUIZ IV to individual students.
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Are

the

LESSON I INTRODUCING ARIiA

the surfaces j-nside these tv;o figures
sarne ? How woul-d you find out ?

Use discs
Surface A

to cover
holds

Use discs to cover
Surface B holds

surface A.

di sc s.

surface B.

di sc s.

ï,hat can you say about the amount of
su¡face in each figure?

B

Can

Viha t

you think of a better shape (rather than discs) to use?

would you suggest? . !!hy ?



2

Is the amount of surface in both these figures the same?

Use squares to fj-nd out.

110

Sur fac e

Sur fac e

C hol-ds

D holds

square s.

square s.

V'hich surface ì-s larger? _

Which figure has the larger AIìIA ?

THT AMOUNT OF SURFACF INSIDF ANY CLOSFD

FIGUI;¡1. IS CALLLD ITS AREA.

c

D

a
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MEASURING ARTA METRIC UNITS

Area is rneasured usÍng aquare uni-ts of equal size.

111

Eouare metre are standard

a
One square centimetre ,written l- cm ,is the area enclosed by e souare v.hose

sides a¡e each one centimetre long.

This square has area l souare cenlirnetre.

In the metric systemrthe @ and

units for measuring area.

If .'¡e y;ish

field ) , the
to measure the area of larger surfaces (e.g. thc school pJ-ay-

square me t¡e 1s morc sui tabl-e.

0ne

are

2
scìuare me tre ,uritten l m ris the area enclosed by a souare u'hose sicies

each one metre long.

Can you think of other surfaces uhose areas can be measured using the

square me tre ?

For v,hat type'of su¡faces would the square centinetre be more suitable?

Corr¡Ìete the follov'i-ns table:

Typu of Surface Suitabl-e Measure

school playfield

page of a text-book



Each slde
equal to

TIz

LI]SSON IIT - APIA OF TR TATIGLI-5

of this square is 1 cm longrits area is therefore
2

Cm.

If ne divide
each part is

The area of this figure is

Therefore the area

V,hat is the name of

this souare into tvvo equal parts,the area of
z

cm

z
Cm.

of this shaded region is 
-- 

cm

this shaded shape?

Look at the follouing aquares and rectangles.Hou,will you calculate the

areas of the triangles in them?

z

2

\ \
\

\

\

\

\
A

of A _ cm

of triangle
2

c n't

Are¿r o f
Area of
inB

g

þ
z

C

of C

of triangLe
z

cm

Area
A¡ea

inA

cm Areâ

Area

inC
triangL e

zcm

THI' AR[,A 0F Al'lY TFIIAÌ'IGLE IS ONI HALF 0F THF ARI,A

0F THr- COF:RI,SPO;{DrNG SQUAR} 0r, RTCTANGLE.

Drau rectangles or squares with tv;ice the aree, of the given trJ-angles.

The first one is done for you.

\

\
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DRAV. Ï NG TRIANGLIS OF A GIV}N AP];]A

To drav. a triangl-e o f area /¡ crr I

First you drav,'a rectangle tu'ice as big.
Area of rectan6;1e 

- 

cffi 
2.

Then you drav, a line to cut the rectangle
in hal f.
Try this on the gra.ph paper.

113

square centimetres,v,hat v,ould be

z

- 

cm

I f you had

the area of

to dran a triangl-e of area J2\

the corresp,lnding rectanglc ?

Ät,li, oI' 0'ì'lll t:i GT 0üI.-'I.I(. SHAPI s

Find the aree of the fol-loiring shapes:

z
For this
region is

The re fore
is

Area

Area

shapeothe area of the crossed

the area

z
cm

o f the r,,hol-e

+

of crossed region -- _ cn
z

of v;hole shape = _ cfr .

z

shan

mc

e
2

z

Area of regionrP - _ cm

Area of re8ionrQ = _ cm
¿

?

Area of v;hol-e figure = _ cm
z
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Lli.5S0N IV - AiìIA 0tr' CUl:iVi:D fìIGIûr'jS

Here is a drav;i-ng of a leaf. Flor,v liould you find its area?

FindinE the âr ea of' the leaf:

1. Count the number of whole squares
insi-de the 1eaf.
This number is _ .

2. Count the number of part squares
inside the l-eaf(rnarl< X in each).
This number is _ .

3. Divide the number of part squares
by 2 to find the approximate area
of L,he part squares.
'Ihis area is _ .

4. Àdd the nunber of v;hole squares lo
the area of part squares.

Approxirnate area of leaf
c

/ ./ \

/
/

)

/
\

/ /

( I
I

( /

\ /

/

\ ./

/" ,< ì

Á
/

{ À

[" 9 3 -\

x + 5 L */

(
x 1 g 1

X

x lo il t2

É t3 ,+ ^/
X t5 lå

I t1 7
\ \yt m

2
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LESSON I

f . ilhat do you understand by the term ARIA?

CTICIi SHIFJT

2" lilhat is the best shape

3. Describe (a) one square

to use when measurlng area'i

centimelre (¡) one square metre.

(a)

(¡)

4. Say whelher you would use the square centimetre or lhe square mebre to
measure the area o f the foll-owing surfaces:

Sur fac e Suitable i"{easure

The fl-oor of a gyin

A'l ,V. screen

q V'hich shape has the large st area ?

C

6" Use the squares to find out vihich shape is larger.

8A

a
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LESSOÌ{ I] PIìACTIC]. SIITET

l. Calculate the area of the foll-ov,'ing figures" i,\'rite your ans\rers insj-de
the figures.

Crn

CN

L

c
7-

¿

2
m

2 ITaa

].

2

7

the graph paper to draw the following:

A square of area I square centimetres.

A rectangle of area 2O square cenlj-metres.

Any shape o f area 19 square centiinelres.

Any shape of area 1,7 souare centimetres.Llo
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Ltr]SSOÌ\f III CTI CIJ ,SHi ET

of the follov,'i-ng figures. liìrite your amsv.rers inside1. Calculate the area
the figures.

'¿

CM
.l-

L

L

LML

2 On

(a)

(¡)

(c)

(¿)

the dotted paper, dravr

a triangle of area 12

a triangle of area l22a

any figure o f area l/-j

a trian6le o f area ll

the f ollovri-ng:

crÌo Label A.

cm. Label B.

L,ut.

crn "
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LT,SSO NIV PRAC'ITCI SHI;.tr'1'

:1. hslímate lhe area of each shape belov¡ and record your answers in the
table provided.

A

c D

Shape Area

A

ß

c

D
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Quizzes
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OUIZ I

1.1:hich is the best- description of the area of any surface. Circle the
correct letter.

A

B

c

D

The amount of circl-es that can fit on the

The total distance around the surface.

The amounb of squares that can fit on lhe

The sum of the length and breadth of the

sj-de of a square measures 1 m. Its area

sur fac e .

sur fac e.

sur fac e.

is therefore equal to:

C l- square me tre

2. Each

A 4 square metres B 2 square metres

3, \',hich is the larger lea f ?

4. Say vrhether you lvould use the square cenlimetre or square me tre to
tneasure the area o f the fo11ov;ing surfaces:

Surface Suitable rneasure

A sr,,;imming pool

A $¿O bir-l

5. Which piece of honeycomb has the LCgggåt area? Circle the correct l-etter.

ßA

ßA
C
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SUIZ II.

1" Calculate the area of each of lhe follorving figures. l1:ri- be your anstr¡iers
inside the figure.

CYn

Cfn

z
c¡r\

2. Use the graph paper to draw the follov;ing fj-gures:

t . A square o f area 16 square c en titne lre s.

2" A rectangle of area 12 cquâ.re Ceatimetres.

J, Any shape of area lJ square centimetres.



L?t)

Srrrz III

l. Calcula t e the ¿.rea o f the follor,','ing figures. ï.rile yoLlr an.svi ers .Lnside

the f igu. r'e s.

2 0n the do tted 'oaper, drar'; ( a ) a
..2

lriangle of area 11i clte Label 3.

2

triangle oÍ'area ! crn. Label A. ( u)
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ÇUIZ IV

l-" A man has to buy colored paper to cover the follor.,,ing shapes:

a.. V,'hich shape v¡ill use the mo st paper?

þ" lihich tv;o shapes v;ill use the same amount

c. llhat is the total amounù of paper he must

2. Estimate the area o f the follor,r'ing shape:

ii
\ \ i,/

\

of paper? _ and _
buy ?

Area 
= Cm.
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Table of Specifications



ÎABLE 0F SPECTFICATIONS FoR PRE/POSTTEST TNSTRTMENT

I,ESSON OBJECTT\ES

IÏ

III

IV

TOTAI,

Number of ltems by Cognitive Level

Knowledge Conp. /Appt P.Solving

I 1

1

I
2

3

4

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

1

3

2

3

I
2

2

3

TOTAL

20

5

6

7

B

9

10

11

2

3

Bz 10

H
N)
o\
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Instrument for Determining Content

Validity of Pre/Posttest
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INSTRUMTNT FOR DETERMINING CO NTT,NT VAI,IDITY OF PRI./POST T}ST

For each of the lesson objectives, choose the teet iten( s) which

nost accurately measures it.

0bjective

L

Item Numbers

2

t
4

tr

6

ï tem
Number

Cognitive Level
(coae ArB or c)

I
2

3

4
q

--6 7

B

9

Ìo

0bjective ftem Numbers

11

B

10

11

Item
Number

Cognitive
( Codc A, B

Lev e l-

or C)

11

L2

I3
r4
I'
16

L7

1B

20

In addition, state v,'hether you would classi fy the item as l(notvl-eciÃe

( code a ), Comprehen sion/Âpplicati-on ( Co0e B), or Probl-em SclvinA (coae c),
using the following definitions.
Knov;l"edAe: the recall of rules, definitions and facts, i.e. itens
characterised by rote memory.

Comprehension,/Apnlication: translation from one mathemati-ca1 mode to

another as v;e11 as the application of learned algorithms or principles.
ProbÌem Sol-vinn: choosing suitable aJ-gorithms to solve non-routine
problems as ueIl as the combination of tuo or more aÌgorithms in a

novel v,ay to soLve a probl-em.

19
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.5tud.en t i,larne : v!aùÒ.

TLS'I ON AiìilA - GRADE 6

The follov;ing tesb vrill test your unde rstanding o f A}ìEA. Pl ease attemnt
a]1 ouestions Ànsviers are to be v;ri-tten on the test booklet,

I. Vihich is the best shape for measuring area ? Cj-rcle the correct le f ler.
A circles

B squares

C rec tangles

D triangles

2. l,i hi ch

Circl e

Aa
,l^!d

,' Ã
'J4

Da

of the foll-or,iing descrÍbes an area of one so uare centinetre ?

the correc t l-e tter.

square lvi th si.de s I c enti-lne lre each.

square v¡ith sides $ centimetre each.

cube v;ith sides I centimetre each.

line of length I centilnelre.

In the di-agram belovr, the area of the square is square units.

fo The area of lhe rectangle is square units.

5



2 1"3 r

5 Use t,he rLven souare s to f inci out rhich shaae has the lar',,ìest are¿r.

A

c

Circle the correct letter:

the s0Llare c enLilnetre or

r)

squâre lietre lo

A C

o Say u,he f he r you t,oul-d u sc

rneasure the area of each of the f'ollovii-ng surfaces.

long p1:iyinE recor:ci.

Sur f¿..c e Suilable l4easu.re

the floor in a classroon

pari.riltg io t

o_



3

Use lhe square centimetre graph paper belovr io ansr,;er

,l _.\2t

questions / bo lC.

7"

oO.

O

lo"

{ou should use co.lored penci,ls to drav; the shape s.

Drav; a souare of area 1¡ souare cenli¡netres. Label- p.

Dra\,; a rectangle of area lB square centimetres" Label Q.

Drav,' any shape of area 11 square centiinetres" Label R.

Drar,,; a triangle of area J square centiinett:es. Label ,I .

Ll. Calculate lhe area o f the follor,ving shape.

A rao square ccn b Lrne tres.



4 -t..),)

L2. 'rhe area of Lhe triangle,labelled å equals 

- 

square centj-i:: clres.

L3. The area of lhe trianglerlabelÌed B equals _ squarîe centinebres.

\

^
\ / \

,r

\ /E \

14. The aporoxirnate area o f the circle r labelled C is sQ . crn.

L5. The apprr:ximatc area of bhe shaperlabelled D is sc1 ¡ cÌil .

16. cal- culate lhe e:<ac t area o f the f ollov,ing shape.

/ /

/
/

/
/

/ /

Area : square centirnetres,



Ã

L7. Calculate the e>lact a.rea of the follov;ing shape.

-/
,/ \

,/
a

\

\ /
\ \ /

Q.ue stions 1B to 20 are based on the follov;i-ne sha pe s.

eaAr

t 34.

square centimetres.

LB. rilihj-ch shape has the largest area.?

t9. V,hich shape has the smal-l-est area ?

lC. 'l¡¡hi ch tv,ro shape s have the sarne area ? and
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Formul-ae for Statistical Analyses
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STA TT CAL FORMUI,AE

Formula for oint-biserial correlatio coefficlent ( Glass ,I97c) .

r nln
2 , where

n(n-l)

Ï. r- is the mean on X o f those n,ho ecored I on Y ( dependc,nt variable ).

is the nean on X of those v,ho scored 0 on Y.

is the standard deviation of al-l n scores on X.

t] is the number of pcrsons scoring I on Y.

nO is the number of persons scoríng 0 on Y.

n equal" rt * nO

Formula for Pearsonsf product-moment correlation cocfficient
(Hopkins & Glass, 19?8).

ãxv n XY

(2 x" ni ') ( áv' )'nY

ulFo rm A for t-test statistic (Dunn & Clark, l-969 rI97L)

Y-Ypb = 
".1 ^;O

x

1.o

s
X

r

(n 3) (r + t zorJt
yz

t (r
'z3)"t])L2 , v,'here

+l2 tr-r)' (t - ¡ )31+ (n - f) (r

8(n-1)D
3

)7
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tLe is the correlation coefficient between pretest and treatment.

ttJ is the correlation coefficient between posttest and treatment.

.Zj is the correlation coefficient between pretest and posttest.

,3 is the determj-nant of the follou'ing matrix of correlations.

Ì
"L2 'l-l

tr2 1

'tj '¿j

r23

l_
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Vinnipeg, Manitoba
Gn¡da RiT 2N2

llE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOB/i FACUTTY OF EDUC/ITION
Departmenr of Currio¡lum:
M¡themario ¡nd N¡rur¡l Sciences

Your school was involved in the pilot phase of the

results vrere used to refine the material for the actual

Feb. Zlrd, 1984.

Dear PrincipaL and Teachers,

Re: .A' study in Mathematics F,ducation at the Grade

Six Leve1 Conducted by Shereen Khan.

I would like to thank you and the grade six mathenatics teachers

for your kind participation in the above study. The enthusiasrn and

interest expressed by the teachers and students were much appreclated.

study and the

study.

I found the experience worthuhile and enjoyable. I trust that it
has been the 6ame for you and your students. Your comments and

suggestions have been extremely useful in improving the actual stud¡r.

Thank you agaln for your cooperation and efforts.

Yours sincerely,
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Vinnipeg, Manitoba
C¡nada R3T 2N2

}IE UNIVERS¡ÎY OF MANITOBA FACULTY OF EDUCATTON
Departmcnt of Curricr¡lum:
M¡them¡tio ¡nd Natur¡l Scieoces

Dear Principal and Teachers,

Re: A study in Mathematics Education at

Six Leve.l Conducted by Shereen

Feb.23rd¡ 1984.

the Grade

Khan.

f uould like to thank you and the grade six mathematics t€achers

for your kind participatlon in the above study. The enthusiasm and

j-nterest expressed by the teachers and students uere much appreciated.

I found the experj-ence uorthnhile and enjoyable.

it has been the same for you and your st,udents. your

suggesti-ons have also been extremely helpful to r¡e.

I trust that

comments and

Although I have the

completely analysed. As

report.

data in hand, the results have not been

soon as they are, I u'i1l send you a full

Thank you again for your cooperation and efforts.

Yours sincerely,



I}IE UNIVERS¡TY OF MAN¡TOBÂ FrrCutfy OF EDUCAT¡ON
Deprrtment of Currio¡lum:
M¡them¡tics ¡nd N¡tural Sciences

Lþ1

tVinnipeg, Manitoba
C¡nada RIT 2N2
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March Zgth, 1984.
Ðear Princlpal and Teachers,

Re: A study Ín Mathematr-cs Education at the Grade
Six Level Conducted by Shereen Khan.

f am happy t'o be able to report t,hat the data for the above study
have been analysed and r am now in a position t,o present, the results
to you.

The purpose of the study was to investigate the effects of tv¡o
-t'ypes of reward structures on rearning the concept of area, through
tìre use of nanipulatlve materials. The study v.¡as an experimental- one,
in which one class received group reward.s (cooperat,ive structure) and
the other received i-ndividual rewards (inaiviaualistic structure).

The results indicated that both reward structures uere effective
i-n promoting achlevement on the concept of area. Further, there were
no significant dj-fferences in performance between students operating
under the different reward structures.

0n analysing the studentsf comments on the unit it was found that
students under both reward structures enjoyed the learning experience.
They particularly llked the group activities and the manipu]-ation of
concrete devices.

The study concluded that reward structure nay not be critical in
affecting achi-ever¡ent in activity-type settlngs. slnce meaningful
learning and enjoyrnent r¡/ere derived by aLl participants, it was
recommended that such activitles be incorporated in the mathematics
curriculum whenever posslble.

Thank you again for parti-cipating in this study. your contrj-bution
to research in this area ï{as great}y appreclated.

Y.ours since.rcly,



rHE UN¡VERSÎTY OF MAN¡TOBA FACUTTY OF EDUC/ITION
Deprrtnænt of Curriorlum:
M¡rhem¡tics ¡nd N¡rur¡l Sciences
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Vinnipeg, Manitoba
Gnad¡ RIT 2N2
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March 29Lh, t9Bq.

Asst. Superintendent of Curriculum
River East SchooL Division No. g
589 Roch Street
East KiLdonan
Dear Dr. Cross,

Re: A study in Mathematics rjducation at the Grade
Sj-x Level_ Conducted by Shereen Khan.

r woul-d r-ike to thank you for your assistance in rocating a
schooL for the above mentioned study. The data for the study havebeen ana)-ysed and r a¡n now in a position to report the resuÌts to you.

The purpose of the study was to investigate the effects of tr,r,otypes of reward structures on learning the concept of a¡ea, throughthe use of manipul-ative material-s. The study vias an experimentaJ, one,in whj-ch one class received group rewards (cooperative structure) ancithe other received individual- rewards (inai-viauaristic structure).
The results indicated that both reward structures uere effectivein promoting achi-evement on the concept of area. Further, the¡e v,,ereno signlficant differences in performance between students operatingunder the different rev,,ard structures.
on analysing the studentsr comments on the unit, it uas foundthat students under both reu.ard structures enjoyed the r_carning

experlence. They particurarJ.y riked the group activlties and themanipulating of concrete dcvices.

The study concruded that reward structure may not bc ç¡iticar_in affecting achievement in activity-type setti-ngs. sincc meaningfuì-
Ic¡¡rning ancì en jo.yment v,cre cìe.rivcd by all p.?rticipant..;, i t \,.as



HE UNIVERS¡TY OF M^NITOB/ì FACIJITY OF EDUCAT¡ON
Deprrment of Currio¡lum:
M¡them¡tics ¡r¡d N¡¡ur¡l Sciences

r43

Vinnipca, Menitoba
C¡n¡d¡ RrT2N2
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recomnended that such activÍt1es be incorporated in the mathernatics
cumiculum v.,henever possibl_e.

The teachers also enioyed teaching the unit. They were extremely
helpfuL and accomodating. The contribution of your SchooL Division
to research in this area was greatly appreciated. Thank you again
for agreeing to participate in thls study.

Yours sincerely,




